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Preface
The Department of Public Enterprises (DPE) under the Ministry of Heavy Industries and
Public Enterprises is the nodal Department in the Government of India to provide, inter-alia,
an overview on the financial and physical performance of Central Public Sector Enterprises
(CPSEs). The Public Enterprises (PE) Survey is a consolidated report on the performance of
all CPSEs and is being prepared as per the recommendations of the Estimates Committee
(2nd Lok Sabha).The Public Enterprises Survey is laid in the Parliament every year.
2. Besides statutory corporations, the CPSEs comprise those Government Companies (defined
under Section 617 of Companies Act, 1956) wherein more than 50% equity is held by the
Central Government. The subsidiaries of these companies are also categorized as CPSEs. The
Survey, however, does not cover departmentally run public enterprises, banking institutions,
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Insurance Companies and enterprises wherein Central Government equity is less than or equal
Secretary
to 50%. However, a chapter on Insurance Companies is included in Volume I of the Survey.
3. The Estimates Committee, in their 73rd Report (1959-60), had recommended that in
addition to the individual annual report of each enterprise laid on the Table of both the
Houses of Parliament, a separate comprehensive report should be submitted to the Parliament
indicating Government's total appraisal of the working of public enterprises. Accordingly, the
first "Annual Report" (Public Enterprises Survey) was prepared by the erstwhile Bureau of
Public Enterprises (now Department of Public Enterprises) in 1960-61 giving a consolidated
picture of the performance of the Central Public Sector Enterprises.
4. The Public Enterprises Survey (2010-11) is the 51st Survey Report in the series. The basic
data for the Public Enterprises Survey is compiled based on the Annual Reports/Accounts of
individual enterprises for the financial year 2010-11 as well as the data provided by these
enterprises in the detailed data sheet/questionnaire developed by the Department. The data so
compiled have been analyzed and presented in two separate volumes (i.e. VolumeI & II).
5. While Volume-I contains a macro appraisal of the performance of the companies, in terms
of broad aggregates of physical and financial parameters,Volume-II contains enterprise-wise and
cognate group-wise analytical data of three years viz. 2010-11, 2009-10 and 2008-09 consisting
of summarized balance sheet, summarized profit and loss account and important management
ratios, alongwith analysis of the performance of individual enterprises.
6. There were altogether 248 CPSEs (excluding 7 Insurance Companies) falling within the
scope of the Survey 2010-11 (as on 31.3.2011) as against 249 CPSEs in 2009-10. During
2010-11, four enterprises have either been closed or merged with their holding companies or
changed their public sector character due to formation of joint ventures (JVs) with less than
51% equity or there is transfer of ownership to private sector due to the decision taken by the
concerned administrative Ministry.
7. The four enterprises which have not been covered in the Public Enterprises Survey 201011 are: Bhopal Dhule Transmission Company Ltd, Jabalpur Transmission Company Ltd. (these
two companies are transferred to M/S Sterlite Transmission Project Pvt. Ltd), Raichur Sholapur
Transmission Company Ltd. ( transferred to M/S Patel Engineering Ltd.) and Sponge Iron India
Ltd. (merged with NMDC Ltd.)
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8. Three (3) new public sector enterprises, namely, BHEL Electrical Machines Ltd., NMDC-CMD Ltd. and RITES
Infrastructure Services Ltd. have been added to the list of CPSEs as per the information received from the concerned
administrative Ministry/Department. These three companies are yet to commence their commercial operations.
9. IRCON Infrastructure & Services Ltd., Indian Vaccines Corporation Ltd., Kanti Bijlee Utpadan Nigam Ltd. and
Power System Operation Corporation Ltd. became operative during the year.These were shown as ‘Under Construction
Category’ in the Public Enterprise Survey 2009-10. These companies have now been shifted to operational sectors,
such as Contracts & Construction Services, Financial Services, Generation and Industrial Development and Technical
Consultancy Services respectively based on the category of goods and services they are catering.
10. Manganese Ore (India) Ltd. National Aviation Company of India Ltd., Narmada Hydroelectric Development
Corporation Ltd and Tehri Hydro Development Corporation Ltd. have changed their names as MOIL Ltd., Air India
Ltd., NHDC Ltd. and THDC Ltd. respectively.
11. Two CPSEs namely Brahmputra Crackers & Polymer Ltd. and Braithwaite & Co. Ltd have changed their administrative
control from Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas and Ministry of Heavy Industries & Public Enterprises to Ministry
of Chemicals & Fertilizers and Ministry of Railways respectively.
12. The data in respect of 49 CPSEs has been considered as provisional in 2010-11as they have either not given
audited annual accounts (45 CPSEs) or have not furnished the data for the year 2010-11. A list of these CPSEs is
shown at Appendix V, at the end of this Volume.
13.	Four enterprises viz. Bihar Drugs & Pharmaceutical Ltd., Birds Jute& Exports Ltd., IDPL (Tamil Nadu) Ltd. and
Punjab Ashok Hotel Corporation Ltd. did not submit their data for the Public Enterprises Survey (2010-11) till the
cut-off date of receiving the information. As such, the previous year’s figures of these four CPSEs have been repeated
in the Survey.
14. The present Survey, moreover, incorporates audited figures in respect of CPSEs whose accounts were treated as
provisional in the Public Enterprises Survey 2009-10. The figures relating to 2009-10 as appeared in the last year’s
Survey have, therefore, undergone revision.
15. The status of 255 enterprises (including 7 Insurance Companies) discussed in this Survey, is shown below:
Sl.
No.
1.
2.
3.

Categories
Operating Enterprises
Enterprises which are yet to commence commercial operation
Insurance Companies
Total

Total Enterprises
(as on 31.3.2011)
220
28
7
255

16. Ministry/Department-wise, sectoral/group-wise and State-wise (as per their Registered Office), separate lists of the
CPSEs are given in the Appendices I, II, and III respectively at the end of this Volume.
17. We are grateful to all the Ministers/Departments for making available the relevant information relating to CPSEs,
such as, Pricing Policy, market share of select CPSEs and proposals for Restructuring of CPSEs etc. The cooperation
extended by all the CPSEs vis-`a-vis submission of requisite data is duly acknowledged.
18. I would also like to put on record the efforts put in by all the officers and staff of the Department and the Public
Enterprises Division of NIC (Government of India) in preparing the Survey. The overall supervision in this endeavor
was provided by the Economic Adviser (Department of Public Enterprises).
19. The Survey is available on the DPE website www.dpe.nic.in. Suggestions to further improve the Public Enterprises
Survey are welcome, and may be sent to e-mail: psesurvey@nic.in.

(D.R.S. Chaudhary)
March, 2012
New Delhi
iv
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Chapter-3

Pricing Policy in CPSEs
Price is one of the most important elements of a
commercial enterprise. It determines the company’s
positioning, profitability and the market share. Pricing
strategy, in turn, involves estimation of cost, analysis of
competitor’s price, determination of demand and finally
selection of the appropriate price.
In a monopoly market, a public sector enterprise
can fix the price that maximizes the mark-up as well
as the gross profits. That may not happen, however,
if the government intervenes to moderate the price and
reduce the mark-up in the interest of consumers and
user industries/sectors. A good many Central Public Sector
Enterprises (CPSEs) in India are charging prices below
average/marginal cost, and the Government has been
subsidizing these prices in the interest of consumers.
CPSEs, in the (crude) oil sector, in this respect have been
an important vehicle of Government of India in keeping
the prices low in the domestic market.
In general, the governments fix/administer the
price of goods and services produced by public sector
enterprises based on the following principles:
(a) true costs (fixed and variable cost) of goods
and services plus a reasonable return on
investment,
(b) cross-subsidization between one group and another
or between one sector and another,
(c) differential price norm for peak and off-peak
demand,
(d) below cost to stimulate demand under conditions
of excess/unutilized capacity,
(e) lower price for giving incentive to encourage
consumption (e.g. fertilizer consumption) and
higher price as disincentive to discourage
consumption (e.g. petroleum products),
(f) different prices/multi-tariffs to include discounts
on purchases of larger volumes.
Prices of goods and services produced by public sector
enterprises in India, for long, have been determined by the
Government under the policy regime of ‘ controlled prices’,
or following the Administered Price Mechanism (APM).
The APM, in most cases, has been based on the cost of
production (plus a reasonable return on investment). The
Government obtained the cost estimates either from ‘the
management’ of the company or from ‘an expert body’. In
the case of CPSEs in the ‘core sectors’, the Government
has relied upon the Bureau of Industrial Costs and Prices
(merged in 1999 with the Tariff Commission, Ministry
of Commerce and Industry) for cost estimates and the
consequent recommendations made by them on (fair) prices
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of goods and services of these enterprises. Other than the
Tariff Commission, there have been other agencies like the
office of Chief Adviser (Cost), Department of Economic
Affairs, Ministry of Finance and the Central Negotiation
Committee, Ministry of Defence, which have been fixing
the price of select goods and services.
In the wake of post-1991 economic liberalization,
furthermore, industries in the ‘core sector’ are no more
the exclusive preserve of the public sector. Consequently,
a good many CPSEs have ceased to be monopolies and
they face competition in the market both from private
players (within the country) and from imports. APM has
been gradually dismantled in these sectors, and the CPSEs
have been given the independence to fix the prices on
their own. The Government, however, continues to be
sensitive to the needs of the poor and the impact of rise
in output prices in the core sector on the Wholesale Price
Index (WPI). Any rise in price levels of these products
that is not acceptable to the Government is moderated
through a combination of measures, such as, lowering of
customs duties, excise and sales tax, administrative control
on prices and grant of subsidies etc.
Since the late 1990s, moreover, the Government has
come to rely increasingly on various price regulatory
commissions/authorities for regulating prices in the best
interests of both the consumers and the producers. The
writ of these regulatory commissions extends to both
the public sector and the private sector enterprises. The
price regulatory commissions have been prescribing ‘the
tariff ceiling’, which provides scope for competition.
Prices are reviewed, from time to time, and are revised
in the light of new technological possibilities and higher
/ lower input costs. The CPSEs have often played an
eminent role in giving competition to the private players,
and have brought down prices.

3.1 Market Structures and Pricing
Strategy of CPSEs
Prices of ‘manufactured products’ and ‘services’ are
observed to be determined by firms based on the average/
marginal cost of production and the mark-up over and
above the cost to accommodate profits. The margin of
‘mark-up’, in turn, depends on the competitiveness or
the degree of monopoly and the elasticity of demand and
brand value in the market. Given the elasticity of demand
for the product, a monopolist is able to charge a higher
mark-up (10 to 40%) compared to a competitive market
scenario; the mark-up being the difference between the
average revenue and the marginal cost per unit of output.
The prices of ‘primary commodities’ like agricultural
products and minerals, on the other hand, is determined
by the market forces of demand and supply.
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Table 3.1
Market Structure, CPSEs, and Pricing Policy
S.No.

Market structure

CPSEs

Pricing Policy Strategy

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

1.

Monopsony

HAL, Mezagon Dock Ltd., Goa Shipyard Ltd., BHEL, BEML,
BEL, Electronics Corporation of India Ltd.

Cost Plus Pricing*

2.

(2.1) Monopoly

Coal India Ltd. (for core sectors), Indian Oil, ONGC, HPCL (for
refined oil), Central Warehousing Corporation, NPCI Ltd.

A.P.M./ / Notified Price **

(2.2) Monopolistic
Competition

ALIMCO, Hndustan Insecticides Ltd., IDPL (for scheduled
drugs)

3.

Monopolistic Competition

BEML, WAPCOS Ltd., EIL, MECON, HSCL, NBCC, Tyre
Corporation of India Ltd.

Negotiated Price

4.

4.1 Oligopoly (in the
domestic market)

Air India, BSNL, HLL Life Care, ITDC.

Competition Based Price

4.2 Monopolistic Competition

National Textile Corporation, HMT, Hindustan Salts Ltd., CCI,
MIDHANI

5.1 Monopoly

FCI, ONGC, Indian Oil, HPCL, CWC, HIL, NSIFDC, IFDC,
NMDFC, NSE, FACT

5.2 Monopolistic Competition

EIL, MECON,HSCL, NBCC

Perfect Competition (in
international market)

Coal India Ltd. ( the buyers other than core sectors), Indian
Oil (for imported crude oil), SAIL, NMDC, NALCO, Hindustan
Copper Ltd.

5.

6.

Note:

*
**

A combination of factors comes into play in the
determination of prices in CPSEs. Exponential growth
in certain markets have brought down the costs due to
‘economies of scale’. The paragraphs below briefly discuss
the pricing system in respect of products in sectors where
CPSEs are major players, and which touch the lives of a
large majority of people.

Coal

The Central Government was empowered under the
Colliery Control Order, 1945 read with the Essential
Commodities Act, 1955 to fix the grade- wise and
colliery wise prices of coal. Pricing of all grades of coal
was fully deregulated after the Colliery Control Order,
2000 was notified with effect from 1st January, 2000
superseding the Colliery Control Order, 1945. Accordingly,
the coal companies are free to fix grade-wise prices for
coal produced by them on their own based on cost of
production, landed cost of imported coal as well as demand
and supply scenario. There has been five revisions in coal
prices since the deregulation in year 2000, the last being
on 27th February, 2011. The highlights of pricing policy
in coal sector are mentioned below:
i.
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Demand & Supply

This is mostly in response to Request for Price (RFP) issued, for defence/power sector procurements, to CPSEs selected
on nomination basis.
Prices in, such cases, are often below the average cost.

prices of different grades of coal produced by
them and duly notifing the same.

Table 3.1 above provides an illustration of CPSEs
operating under different market structures:

3.2

Subsidised Price **

Central Government was earlier fixing the price
of coal under the provision of the colliery
Control Order 1945 & Essential Commodities Act
1955. After complete de control of prices w.e.f.
01.01.2011, Coal companies have been fixing

ii. There is no Price Regulatory Authority for coal
sector yet. However, efforts are being made by
the Ministry of Coal to set up Coal Regulatory
Authority.
iii. Coal India Limited (CIL) has the mandate to sell
around 10% of its production though E-auction
only. The floor price for spot (short term supply)
and forward e-auction (for supply over a longer
period; one year) are fixed at 130% and 160%
respectively for the notified price. The last coal
price revision was w.e.f. 27.02.2011.
iv. Floor price for the purpose of spot and forward
E- Auction for Grade A and Grade B of coal have
been kept at the Notified price. Rest 90% of coal
is supplied under the Fuel Supply Agreement
(FSA).
v.

For the purpose of FSA the base price of Coal
shall be notified by CIL from time to time.

vi. In the last coal price revision of CIL (w.e.f
27.02.11) for fixation of notified price the concept
of dual pricing has been introduced; (one for the
consumers in the regulated sectors and another
for the consumers in non-regulated sectors).
vii. The price for Coal in the non-regulated sector is
kept 30% higher than the regulated sector.
viii. Prices of Grade A and Grade B non-cooking coal
are fixed on import parity basis after providing
for the discount.
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ix. The Integrated Energy Policy of GoI provides
for the sale of high quality of non-cooking coal
at 15% discount on the import parity price.
x.

3.3

The steel sector is also a deregulated sector but
the prices of washed coking coal supplied to
integrated steel plants are negotiated on import
parity basis.

Petroleum and Gas

With the changeover from price being determined
based on Administered Price Mechanism (APM) to
market-determined pricing w.e.f 1.4.2002, the oil
marketing companies (OMC) are fixing the prices of
petroleum products after taking into account the prevalent
international oil prices (except Diesel, Domestic LPG and
PDS Kerosene). About 83% of crude oil processed by
the domestic refineries is imported. As the cost of crude,
besides taxes, constitutes a substantive part of cost of
the final products, international oil prices become the
determining factors for pricing of domestic petroleum
products.

3.3.1 Trend of International oil prices
International oil prices have been rising continuously
since 2004. The Indian basket of crude oil that averaged
about $ 23/bbl at the time of dismantling of APM in March
2002 went up to $79.25/bbl during 2007–08. It touched an
all-time high of $142.04/bbl on 3.7.2008; while averaging
out at $83.57 for the full year of 2007–08. The average
price of Indian basket of crude oil during the current year
of 2011-12 ( upto 15.11.2011) stood at $ 110.41 bbl.
The trend of the international prices of crude oil
and petroleum products during the period 2005–06 to
September 2011 is given in Fig. 3.2 below:

3.3.2 PDS Kerosene and Domestic LPG
While dismantling the Administered Pricing
Mechanism (APM) for major petroleum products w.e.f
1.4.2002, the Government decided that the subsidies on
PDS Kerosene and Domestic LPG, in the Post- APM
era starting from 1.4.2002 will be on a specified flat rate
basis and will be met from the Union Budget under two

schemes i.e. Fiscal Subsidy and Freight Subsidy Scheme.
The subsidy admissible for 2004-05,2005-06 and 2006-07
was to be at one third(1/3rd) level of the rates of subsidy
for 2002-03. The Government has extended both the
schemes till 31.03.2014.

3.3.2.1 Fiscal subsidy
The details of the fiscal subsidy paid on PDS Kerosene
and Domestic LPG under the PDS Kerosene and Domestic
LPG Subsidy Scheme, 2002 during the last four years are
shown in Table 3.3

3.3.2.2 Freight Subsidy (for far flung areas)
For supplies and sales of products (i.e. PDS Kerosene
and Domestic LPG) in the notified far flung areas,
freight subsidy is being provided to the Oil Marketing
Companies (OMCs). The actual payments released by the
Government under this scheme since 2007-08 are shown
in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3
PDS Kerosene & Domestic LPG

Sl.
No.

Fiscal subsidy

Freight Subsidy

1

2007-08

2641

28.27

2

2008-09

2688

22.22

3

2009-10

2770

21.95

4

2010-11

2904

22.33

3.3.3 Under recoveries of OMCs
Despite the increase in the international prices since
2004–05, the selling prices of petrol and diesel were not
revised in the domestic market in line with the increase in
international prices. The Government directed the oil PSEs
to moderate the price increase in petrol and diesel, besides
maintaining prices of subsidized petroleum products (i.e.
PDS Kerosene & Domestic LPG) This resulted in underrecoveries to the OMCs as they paid the applicable import
parity/trade parity prices to the refineries but could not
recover their dues from retail prices of products. The gap
between the retail prices when worked out and the actual
retail prices resulted in huge under-recoveries, which
touched ` 78,190 crore in 2010-11 (Table 3.4).

Table 3.4
Under recoveries of OMCs on sensitive Petroleum Products
Under- Recovery*

(` crore)

Year

(` crore)

2006-07

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

Petrol

2,027

7,332

5,181

5,151

2,227**

Diesel

18,776

35,166

52,286

9,279

34,706

PDS Kerosene

17,883

19,102

28,225

17,364

19,484

Domestic LPG

10,701

15,523

17,600

14,257

21,772

Total

49,387

77,123

1,03,292

46,051

78,190

* Gross under recoveries without considering oil bonds and upstream assistance.
**Under- recovery on Petrol only up to 25.06.2010.
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Source: Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas
# Composition of Indian Basket of Crude represents average of Oman & Dubai for sour grades and Brent (Dated) for sweet grade.
The ratio for 2010-11 is 65.2:34.8

3.3.4

Burden sharing mechanism

As passing on the entire impact of the steep
increase in the oil prices to the consumers would have
resulted in sharp increase in the domestic prices to
unaffordable levels, it was, decided that the burden
of increase in international price of oil be shared by all
the stakeholders, namely, the Government, the upstream
oil companies, the oil marketing companies (OMC’s)
and the consumers through a burden sharing mechanism
in the following manner:
(i) Government through issue of Oil Bonds/Cash
subsidy

(ii) Domestic upstream oil companies through price
discounts to OMCs
(iii) OMCs to bear a portion of under recoveries;
and
(iv) Consumer to bear minimal price increase.
The details of under-recoveries arising from higher
prices of international crude oil and the burden sharing
between the different stakeholdes since 2006-07 are shown
in Table 3.5 below.

Table 3.5
Under Recovery and its Burden Sharing
(` crore)
Sl. No

Items

2006-07

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

(i)

Oil Bonds/ cash assistance paid by
Government to OMC’s

24,121

35,290

71,292

26,000

41,000

(ii)

Assistance provided by Upstream oil
producing companies (i.e. ONGC,
OIL& GAIL)

20,507

25,708

32,000

14,430

30,297

(iii)

Under recoveries borne by OMCs

4,759

16,125

Nil

5,621

6,893

Total

49,387

77,123

1,03,292

46,051

78,190
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The Government shared its burden through issue of
Oil Bonds/Cash Assistance to OMCs, which amounted to
` 41,000 in 2010-11. Despite this sharing of the financial
burden by the Government (through issue of oil bonds)
and the upstream oil companies (viz. ONGC, OIL &
GAIL sharing the burden equal to ` 30,237 crore), there
still remained a gap (of under recoveries), equal to
` 6,893 crore which had to be absorbed by the public
sector OMCs.

3.4

(Terms and Conditions of Tariff) Regulations, 2004. The
tariff for electricity consists of the following elements:
(a) Capacity charges comprising the following:
(i) Return on Equity – presently 14% post-tax
return is allowed,
(ii) Interest on loans – interest including foreign
exchange variation on interest and loan
repayment is allowed,

Power

(iii) Depreciation – 90% recovery of cost spread
over asset life,

The Electricity Regulatory Commission Act was
enacted in 1998 for creation of Regulatory Commissions
at the Centre and in the States with powers, inter-alia, to
regulate/ determine power tariffs. The Central Government
accordingly created the Central Electricity Regulatory
Commission (CERC) to regulate/ determine power tariffs of
CPSEs engaged in generation and inter-state transmission
of power. CERC also issues order on Availability Based
Tariff (ABT) for ensuring grid discipline.
The power sector reforms in recent years further
necessitated the enactment of the (new) Electricity Act,
2003, repealing the ERC Act, 1998. The regulatory powers
of CERC constituted under the ERC Act, 1998 have been
retained in respect of regulation/determination of tariff
for CPSEs involved in generation and inter transmission
of power. The provisions of the Electricity Act, 2003,
furthermore, serve to consolidate the different laws relating
to generation, transmission, distribution, trading and use of
electricity. The Act is aimed at taking measures conducive
to the development of the electricity industry, promoting
competition therein, protecting interest of the consumers
(and supply of electricity to all areas), rationalization of
electricity tariff, ensuring transparent policies regarding
subsidies, promotion of efficient and environmentally
benign policies, constitution of Central Electricity
Authority, Regulatory Commissions and establishment
of Appellate Tribunal as well as for matters connected
therewith or incidental thereto.

(iv) Advance against depreciation – allowed for
the purpose of loan repayment,
(v) Interest on working capital – paid on
normative basis.
Full capacity charges are recovered at 80%
availability and pro-rata recovery below 80%.
For scheduled generation above 80%, plant load
factor incentive @ ` 0.25 /unit is allowed.
(b) Energy charges are levied on scheduled energy
based on actual landed cost of fuel with normative
operating parameters.
(c) Payment of taxes, duties, and other levies,

Under Section 178 of the Electricity Act, 2003, the
CERC regulates/determines tariff of CPSEs engaged
in generation and inter-state transmission of power. In
compliance with Section 3 of the Electricity Act 2003,
the Central Government notified the National Electricity
Policy (NEP) in February, 2005. In continuation to NEP,
furthermore, the Central Government notified the Tariff
Policy on 6.1.2006.
As per the Electricity Act, 2003, the Regulatory
Commission is to be guided by the Tariff Policy of the
Government of India for determining the tariff applicable
to generating companies and for transmission. It also
requires regulators to continue with the systems of setting
norms for operations which would provide incentive for
efficiency in operations.
The tariff for electricity supplied by CPSEs, is
therefore, determined by the CERC based on the CERC
Public Enterprises Survey 2010-2011: Vol-I

•

Tax on Income derived from generation
of electricity by CPSEs is computed as an
expense and is recovered from bulk power
customers.

•

Statutory taxes, levies, duties, royalty, cess
or any other imposition by Central/State
Governments/ local b o d i e s / a u t h o r i t i e s
on generation of electricity (including
auxiliary consumption or any other type of
consumption including water, power, e t c)
are borne by consumers.

•

There is no subsidy incorporated in the
calculation of power tariff.

In furtherance of the objectives of the Electricity
Act, 2003, the Rural Electricity Policy was also
announced by the Government of India in August,
2006.
The pricing policy of nuclear power in the
country and the associated tariffs are regulated by
the Government of India in accordance with the
provisions of the Atomic Energy Act, 1962.

3.5

Steel

The Indian steel industry was one of the first few
major sectors to be comprehensively deregulated as part
of the general economic reforms. The erstwhile regime
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of controls was wholly dismantled in 1992 through the
following policy changes :
(a) Prices and distribution (with the exception of a
few strategic areas like SSIC) were freed,
(b) Trade barriers came down with reduction in
tariff rates and removal of physical restrictions
(canalizing and licensing) on imports and
exports,
(c) Freight ceilings replaced freight equalization,
(d) FDI in Iron & Steel was granted through the
automatic route,
(e) Technology imports were made easier, and
(f) Capacity controls and reservation on the BF- BOF
sectors were withdrawn.
Steel pricing was, therefore, deregulated and
prices came to be determined through competition in
the market. The Ministry of Steel has, nonetheless,
constituted a ‘Steel Price Monitoring Committee’ (SPMC).
The Committee seeks to provide an interface between the
producers and consumers of steel. The objective of the
Committee is to keep a watch on the price movement.
The Committee functions as a watchdog and ensures
that a free and fair environment prevails in the market.
The selling prices of steel and steel products are, inter
alia, based on the following factors:
(a) demand and supply position,
(b) competitor pricing,

The statutorily notified sale price of urea and indicative
MRPs of decontrolled phosphatic and potassic fertilizers
are generally less than the cost of production of these
fertilizers. The difference between the normative cost of
production and the selling price/MRP is paid as subsidy/
concession to the manufacturers. As the consumer prices of
both indigenous and imported fertilizers are fixed uniformly,
financial support (being the difference between the cost of
import and marketing/distribution and MRP) is also given
on imported phosphatic and potassic fertilizers by the
Government in the form of subsidy.

3.6.1 Retention Price Scheme (RPS)
Until 31st March, 2003, fertilizer subsidy to urea
manufacturers was being regulated in terms of the
provisions of the Retention Price Scheme (RPS). Under
RPS, the difference between retention price (cost of
production as assessed by the Government plus 12% post
tax return on net worth) and the MRP to be paid by the
farmers was reimbursed as subsidy to the urea units.

3.6.2 New Pricing Scheme (NPS)
A ‘group based’ pricing scheme, namely the New
Pricing Scheme (NPS) for urea units was introduced
subsequently w.e.f. 1.4.2003, replacing the erstwhile RPS.
The primary goal of the NPS was to encourage efficiency
based on the usage of the most efficient feedstock, stateof-the-art technology etc. NPS is being implemented in
stages. Stage-I was for one year duration i.e. from 1.4.2003
to 31.3.2004. Stage-II was of two and half years’ duration
i.e. from 1.4.2004 to 30.9.2006. Stage-III policy of the
NPS has been made effective from 1.10.2006. Though the
tenure of NPS stage III was up to 31.3.2010, the same is
extended beyond March, 2010 as no policy is finalized.

(c) landed cost of imports,

The important features of the Stage-III Policy are:

(d) levels of Inventory,

(a) Resumption of production by units under
shutdown,

(e) freight from producing point to consuming
point,
(f) market position for customers’ end products.

3.6

Fertilizers

Urea is the main nitrogenous fertilizer constituting
about 60% of the total fertilizer consumption in the country.
The market share of CPSEs in the area of fertilizer sector
is a little more than 20%. Fertilizer is covered under
statutory price (and partial distribution) control and is
sold to the farmers at the notified sale price. All varieties
of fertilizers, except Urea, were removed from price and
distribution control in August, 1992. The Government of
India, however, indicates the maximum retail price (MRP)
in respect of major phosphatic and potassic fertilizers,
namely, Di- Ammonium Phosphate (DAP), Muriate of
Potash (MOP) and 11 grades of Complex Fertilizers. The
MRPs for Single Super Phosphate (SSP) are indicated by
the respective State Governments.
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(b) Conversion of non-gas based units to NG/
LNG.
Resumption of production by urea units currently not
in production, viz, RCF-Trombay-V, FACT-Cochin and
Duncans Industries Limited (DIL)- Kanpur is allowed based
on natural gas/LNG/CBM/ Coal gas. Upon resumption,
the base concession rate of these units will be the Stage-II
concession rate of the group to which they belonged, or
their own concession rate updated till 31.3.2003 for all
costs and thereafter adjusted for the feedstock changeover,
whichever is lower. RCF Trombay resumed urea operations
from May, 2009 on special dispensation of weighted
average fixed cost of gas based units and pre set energy
norm as was applicable to the unit before its closure of
urea operations. Similarly, other closed units are also being
allowed to resume urea production on existing feedstock
and convert to gas within stipulated time limit.
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Under the policy for ‘conversion of non-gas based
units to NG/LNG’, all functional Naphtha and FO/LSHS
based units will be converted to gas based within a period
of 3 years. Thereafter, the Government will not subsidize
the high cost urea produced by the non-gas based urea units.
However, in view of absence of any pipe-line connectivity
in the peninsular region, the units are allowed to continue
production provisionally.

telecommunication services within India and outside
the country are to be charged. The Telecommunication
Tariff Order was notified for the first time in March,
1999 by TRAI. Tariff amendment Orders are issued from
time to time to reflect changes in tariff framework. The
recommendations and orders issued by TRAI are binding
on both public sector (MTNL and BSNL) as well as private
sector telecom operators.

In order to provide incentives for conversion to
gas, there will be no mopping up of energy efficiency
for a fixed period of 5 years for Naphtha based as well
as for FO/LSHS based units. Capital subsidy will be
considered for FO/LSHS based in accordance with the
scheme notified for this purpose. 85% of capital cost for
conversion would be considered for special fixed cost to
be paid for five years after conversion to gas. Units of
National Fertilizers Ltd., at Panipat, Nangal and Bathinda
and Gujrat Narmada Valley Fertilizers and Chemicals Ltd.,
are under conversion.

Currently, the tariff for telecom services is left to the
discretion of telecom operators. They may decide the prices
in terms of market forces, except in the areas of :

With the projected improved availability of gas
from 2009 onwards, it is expected that fresh investment
in fertilizer sector will take place. The Government
announced a new investment policy in September 2008
based on Import Parity Pricing (IPP) for the Urea sector to
attract the necessary investment. The policy is expected to
create availability of Urea at a price lower than IPP, and
through reduction in imports, is expected to bring down
the import price as such. However, except revamp projects
of existing units new investment has not materialized
under this policy.
The Government, furthermore, notified in June 2008 a
farm-gate-based regulated nutrient price regime for use in
the production of subsidized complex fertilizers. This will
lead to decrease in existing MRPs of complex fertilizers.
Under existing pricing regime, the prices of nutrients in
complex fertilizers were higher than the price of same
nutrients in other straight fertilizers like Urea, DAP, MOP
and SSP. This has led to comparatively higher usage of
straight fertilizers vis-à-vis complex fertilizers, the latter
being agronomically better.
In order to encourage setting up of fertilizer plants
through Joint Ventures (JV) in foreign countries where
gas is available in abundance and is much cheaper, such
JVs for production of urea may be set up subject to the
condition that the Government of India will enter into long
term buy- back arrangements with these JVs. Accordingly,
suitable mechanisms can be evolved for securing long
term fertilizer related supplies from abroad.
Policy for existing urea units and new investment
policy are in advanced stage and likely to be finalized
in near future.

3.7

Telecommunications

Under the TRAI Act 1997, the Telecom Regulatory
Authority of India (TRAI) notifies the rates at which
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(a) rental, free call allowance and local call charges
for fixed line rural subscribers,
(b) leased circuits, and
(c) national roaming services in mobile telephony.
The providers of telephone services are, moreover, free
to offer various tariff plans to their subscribers. These plans
may vary substantially in terms of the combinations of
monthly rental, call charges and free call allowances. These
tariffs, however, have to be consistent with the regulatory
principles of non-discrimination and non-predation, and
in compliance of the prescribed Interconnection Usage
Charges(IUC).
Wherever applicable, the following points are taken
into consideration by CPSEs operating in the telecom
sector for price determination :
a)

Tariff ceiling prescribed by TRAI for different
services,

b) Tariff offered to consumers by competitors for
similar services,
c)

Customers’ needs and preferences, and

d) Affordability of customer segments.
On account of increase in sales volumes and
competition in the market, the tariff of various telecom
services has been coming down drastically. The STD rate
of ` 2.40 per minute in April 2005 for landline phones in
the case of MTNL came down to ` 1 per minute in April
2006, and continues to be at the same price to this day. (If
the STD rate was to be adjusted to match the Wholesale
Price Index (WPI) during this period, the current rate
would be ` 2.88 per minute). Around June 2010 due to
Intense competition, it has compelled telecom operators to
offer local and STD calls rates at rock bottom prices, to
as low as 1 paisa per second. Now, with this, ISD calls
have come down to the ` 1 per minute.

3.8

Civil Aviation

The ‘fares’ offered by Air India are competitive and
market driven and are based on market considerations,
such as, fares offered by competitors, seasonality, extent of
competition and product features like frequency, timings,
direct/ indirect operations etc.
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Apart from the normal sector fare, Air India offers
multiple levels of lower fares on the domestic network.
The availability of a particular fare on the sector may vary
from flight to flight and sector to sector as it is dependent
on the demand and supply and consequent availability of
seat in a particular fare level at the timing of booking.

of pharmaceuticals CPSEs the pricing policy for various
market segment, product wise are as under:

The fares are reviewed/ revised/rationalized from time
to time, depending on the market scenario/seasonality/
demand etc. Fares of the competitors are tracked on regular
basis and are compared with the prevalent Air India fares
to ensure they are competitively placed.

3.9.2.1-A Pricing of 102 products reserved under PPP of
GOI for pharma CPSEs for supply to Central Government
& State Government institutions funded by GOI:

Fare revision/computation is not governed by any rigid
stipulation. It may not be necessary to simultaneously revise
fares in all classes on a given sector nor is it necessary to
revise the fares of all sectors at the same time. Dependent
on the prevailing market conditions, there can be both
upward/ downward movement of the fare or the fare may
remain unaltered on the particular sector at the time of
any fare revision.
The Airport Economic Regulatory Authority of
India (AERA) has been ‘furthormore’ established for
economic regulations of major airports. Various Directions/
notifications issued by AERA are available at their office
and the same are also available at AERA website i.e.
http://aera.gov.in. AAI is in service sector, price of various
services offered by it to aircraft operators i.e. Airport
Charges are decided by AERA in respect of its major
airports. The Ministry of Civil Aviation is the regulatory
authority for non-major airports. The guidelines issued by
AERA mandate that price of various services are to be
decided on cost plus basis.

3.9

Pharmaceuticals

Prices of pharmaceutical products manufactured
by CPSEs are fixed based on the Drugs Price Control
Order (DPCO), 1995. Pharmaceutical products have been
moreover, categorized as Scheduled and Non-Scheduled
formulations.

3.9.1 Prices of Scheduled Pharmaceutical
Products
The Maximum Retail Prices (MRP) of Scheduled
Formulations are fixed and revised by the National
Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority (NPPA), the price
regulatory authority of Government of India.

3.9.2 Prices of Non-scheduled
Pharmaceutical Products
The prices of non-scheduled formulations are fixed
by the Board of Directors of CPSEs based on DPCO
guidelines, their cost and prevailing market trend. In case
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Prices of 102 products reserved under Preferential
Purchase Policy (PPP) of Government of India (GOI)
for pharma CPSEs:

Preferential Purchase Policy for 102 drugs manufactured
by 5 CPSEs was introduced by Deptt. of Chemicals &
Petrochemicals (Deptt. of Pharmaceuticals) valid for 5
years i.e. upto 6 August, 2011. The drugs were categorized
into Scheduled & Non Scheduled drugs.
A1: For scheduled drugs discount varying upto
35% were offered on the ceiling price fixed by
NPPA.
A2: For Non scheduled drugs discount varying
upto 35% was fixed on retail price (Notional
ceiling price was worked by NPPA for the purpose
of PPP policy).
3.9.2.1-B Price of 102 products reserved under PPP policy
for CPSEs for supply to institutions not funded by GoI:
The benefits of reduced prices fixed under PPP policy
as mentioned above was also extended to such supplies.
3.9.2.2 Prices of products other than 102 Products:
These prices for non PPP products are worked
on the basis of (a) cost parameter of respective
CPSEs. (b) Competitors pricing pattern. (c)
Ceiling prices fixed by NPPA.
3.9.2.2-A Price of products being sold in open
market:
The prices for open market sale are fixed based
on (a) The prevailing price of the competitor
brand, (b) Cost parameter of the respective CPSE.
(c) Ceiling prices fixed by NPPA, (d) Guidelines
given by DPCO in case of Non scheduled
drugs.
3.9.2.2-B Prices of products under Janaushadhi
Programme :
The prices of products sold by CPSEs under
the Janaushadhi Programme of Department Of
Pharmaceuticals, GOI are fixed by BPPI (Bureau
of Pharma Public Sector Companies of India
based on (a) 50% of the average MRP of the
reputed manufacturer and, (b) cost parameters
of CPSEs.
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3.10 Agriculture Products
3.10.1 Outputs: Wheat & Paddy
The Food Corporation of India (FCI) has been
intervening in the foodgrain market through price support
policy for farmers and through the public distribution
system for consumers. Price support policy is implemented
by the FCI primarily in regard to wheat and paddy. The
two main objectives of this market intervention are (a) to
protect the farmers from volatility in grain markets, and
(b) to correct the trade bias against agriculture vis-à-vis
other sectors of the economy.
The initial recommendation in regard to procurement
price is made by the Commission on Agricultural Costs and
Prices (CACP) in the Ministry of Agriculture, Government
of India. These prices are arrived at on the basis of cost
of cultivation and several other specified factors rather
than on demand- supply basis.
The distribution of food grains to the vulnerable
sections of the population by FCI is done at Central
Issue Price (CIP). Despite increase in the Minimum
Support Prices for both wheat and paddy in successive
years, there has been no revision of CIP of food grains
(wheat and rice) for Below the Poverty Level (BPL)
population, Above the Poverty Level (APL) population and
for Antyodaya Anna Yojana (AAY) since July1, 2002.

3.10.2 Inputs: HYV Seeds
National Seeds Corporation Ltd. (NSC) and State
Farms Corporation of India Ltd. (SFCI) are the two CPSEs
engaged in production of quality high- yield variety (HYV)
seeds. The Government has not issued any direction to
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these CPSEs on fixation of prices of seeds, which are
generally determined by market forces. NSC and SFCI
are engaged mainly in production of high volume of low
cost seeds of cereals and pulses and have been striving to
make quality seeds available to Indian farmers at affordable
prices to ensure national food security.
After globalization of the Indian economy, a number
of private seed companies have entered Indian market.
The Central PSEs are facing stiff competition from private
sector seed companies, especially in case of hybrid seeds.
In view of the above, the Government has left it entirely
to the CPSEs to fix prices of their products, allowing
them the freedom to maintain a balance between social
objectives and commercial viability.
Seed pricing comprise of two stages i.e. (i) seed
production/procurement, (ii) seed sale. Bulk of seed
production, both foundation and certified, is largely
arranged through regular registered contracts with seed
growers. For finalizing the sale price of hybrid/high variety
seed, the main factors taken into account are:
(a) the r e l e v a n t Minimum Support Price (MSP)
fixed for the crop/season,
(b) the commercial produce price in the local mandis/
market yards, especially in the ultimate end-use/
seed sale areas,
(c) all the costs incurred in terms of processing,
treatment, packing, labeling, tagging, sealing,
transportation, storage, handling, losses in the
process, publicity, sales promotion, interest
burden, dealers discount, etc
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Chapter-6

Organisational Structure and Human Resource
Management
The Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs) belong
to either of the two broad classifications of ‘statutory
corporations’ or ‘government companies’. While the
‘corporation’ form of CPSEs have their objectives and
scope defined in the legislation/Act of Parliament, the
‘company’ form of CPSEs have their functions articulated
based on the Articles of Association. These government
companies are, moreover, registered with the Registrar of
Companies under the Companies Act, 1956.
Most of the CPSEs are commercial enterprises.
CPSEs, such as, National Film Development Corporation,
National Small Industries Corporation Ltd., National
Scheduled Caste Financial Corporation and Handicrafts &
Handloom Export Corporation India Ltd. etc. are, however,
‘promotional’ in nature. Similarly, Jute Corporation of
India, Cotton Corporation of India and Food Corporation
of India provide Minimum Support Price (MSP) to
farmers.
The different CPSEs have been taking various
HR initiatives for employee involvement, knowledge
acquisition, career and succession planning etc for
improving the performance in their respective enterprises.
The Department of Public Enterprises (DPE), Government
of India has been, furthermore, formulating guidelines
in respect of organizational structure, wage and salary
policy, executive development programme and corporate
governance etc., which are applicable to all the CPSEs.

6.1 Organisational Structure of
CPSEs
The Department of Public Enterprises formulate policy
guidelines on the Board structure of Public Enterprises
and advises on the shape and size of organizational
structure of CPSEs. The CPSEs are categorized into
four Schedules namely ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ and ‘D’ based on
quantitative, qualitative and other factors. The quantitative
factors are: investment, capital employed, net sales, profit
before tax, number of employees, number of units and
value added per employee. Qualitative factors are: national
importance, complexities of problems, level of technology,
prospects for expansion and diversification of activities
and competition from other sectors, etc. The other factors
relats to the strategic importance of the corporation. The
pay scales of Chief Executives and full time Functional
Directors in CPSEs are determined as per the schedule
of the concerned CPSE.
Proposals received from various administrative
Ministries/ Departments for initial categorization /
upgradation of CPSEs in appropriate schedule, personal
upgradation, creation of posts in CPSEs, etc. are considered
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in DPE in consultation with Public Enterprises Selection
Board (PESB). During 2010-11, 4 CPSEs (Karnataka
Antibiotics & Pharmaceuticals Ltd., THDC India Ltd.,
National Handloom Development Corporation Ltd. and
National Seeds Corporation Ltd.) were upgraded to higher
schedule, Furthermore, one Chief Executive of a CPSE
(Hindustan Insecticides Ltd.) was given higher scale of
pay on personal basis and 4 posts of Functional Directors
were created i.e.Director (Corporate Planning & Personnel)
and Director (Strategic Project) in Hindustan Shipyard Ltd.
and Director-(Projects & Business Planning) and Director
(Raw Materials & Logistics) in Steel Authority of India
Ltd). During the period from April 2011 to December
2011, one CPSE (Hindustan Prefab Ltd.) was upgraded to
higher schedule, one CPSE (Orissa Minerals Development
Company Ltd.) was initially categorized, one post of
Functional Director (Human Resource & Corporate Affairs)
was created in Balmer Lawrie & Co. Ltd.) and one Chief
Executive of a CPSE (Numaligarh Refinery Ltd.) was
given higher scale of pay on personal basis.
Out of 250 CPSEs, as on 31.12.2011, there are
60 Schedule ‘A’, 71 Schedule ‘B’, 45 Schedule ‘C’, 4
Schedule ‘D’ and (remaining) 70 uncategorized CPSEs.
The Schedule-wise list of CPSEs is at Annex-A.

6.2 Appointment of Functional
Directors of CPSEs
Functional Directors including Chief Executives of
CPSEs are appointed by the concerned Administrative
Ministries/Departments on the basis of recommendations
of Public Enterprises Selection Board (PESB). The
Public Enterprises Selection Board is a high powered
body constituted by the Government of India vide its
Resolution dated 3.3.1987. The PESB has been set up with
the objective of evolving a sound managerial policy for
the CPSEs and, in particular, to advise the Government
on appointments to their top management posts. As per
GOI Resolution, the PESB shall consist of a part-time or
full-time chairperson and three full-time Members. The
Chairperson and Members are persons who have had a
long and distinguished career in management of public
or private corporations or public administration, and
have had a proven record of achievements, preferably, in
the field of personnel, finance, production or marketing.
The Government has decided that candidates from State
Level Public Sector Enterprises (SLPEs) and the Private
(corporate) sector will also be considered for selection to
the post of functional directors in CPSEs as non-internal
candidates alongwith the candidates of public sector
enterprises subject to fulfilling the eligibility criteria. The
Government has, furthermore, streamlined the procedure
for selection and appointment of Functional Directors on
Organisational Structure and Human Resource Management

the Boards of CPSEs. The procedure for confirmation
and extension of term of Board level incumbents in
CPSEs has already been streamlined and simplified by
the Government.

6.2.1 CVC Clearance
The Government has also laid down the procedure
for obtaining clearance of Central Vigilance Commission
(CVC) in respect of selected candidates recommended by
PESB for the posts of Chairman/Managing Director/CMD
& Functional Director in CPSEs. It has been prescribed
that CVC will grant its clearance (or otherwise) to the
concerned Administrative Ministry/Department within 15
days of the receipt of recommendations of PESB.

6.3 Professionalization of Board of
CPSEs
The Department of Public Enterprises (DPE)
formulates policy guidelines on the Board structure of
CPSEs. In pursuance of the public sector policy being
followed since 1991, several measures have been taken by
the Department of Public Enterprises to professionalize the
Board of Directors in CPSEs. The guidelines issued in 1992
provide that outside professionals should be inducted on
the Boards of CPSEs in the form of part-time non-official
Directors and that the number of such Directors should be
at least 1/3rd of the actual strength of the Board. In the
case of listed CPSEs headed by an executive Chairman, the
number of non-official Directors (Independent Directors)
should be at least half the strength of the Board. The
guidelines also provide that the number of Government
Directors on the Boards should be not more than one-sixth
of the actual strength of the Board subject to a maximum
of two. Apart from this, there should be some functional
Directors on each Board whose number should not exceed
50% of the actual strength of the Board

6.3.1 Appointment of non-official
Directors
As regards selection and appointment of non-official
Directors on the Boards of CPSE, the following eligibility
criteria has been prescribed:6.3.1.1 Criteria of Experience
(i) Retired Government officials with a minimum of
10 years experience at Joint Secretary level or
above.
(ii) Persons who have retired as CMD/CEOs of
CPSEs and Functional Directors of the Schedule
‘A’ CPSEs. The ex-Chief Executives and exFunctional Directors of the CPSEs will not
be considered for appointment as non-official
Director on the Board of the CPSE from which
they retire. Serving Chief Executives/Directors
of CPSEs will not be eligible to be considered
for appointment as non-official Directors on the
Boards of any CPSEs.
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(iii) Academicians/Directors of Institutes/Heads of
Department and Professors having more than
10 years teaching or research experience in
the relevant domain e.g. management, finance,
marketing, technology, human resources, or
law.
(iv) Professionals of repute having more than 15 years
of relevant domain experience in fields relevant
to the company’s area of operation.
(v) Former CEOs of private companies if the company
is (a) listed on the Stock Exchanges or (b) unlisted
but profit making and having an annual turnover
of at least ` 250 crore.
(vi) Persons of eminence with proven track record
from Industry, Business or Agriculture or
Management.
6.3.1.2 Criteria of Educational Qualification
Minimum Graduate degree from a recognized
university.
6.3.1.3 Criteria of Age
The age band should be between 45-65 years
(minimum/maximum limit)
This could, however, be relaxed for eminent
professionals, for reasons to be recorded, being
limited to 70 years.
The proposals for appointment of non-official Directors
are initiated by the concerned Administrative Ministries/
Departments. The selection of non-official Directors in
respect of all CPSEs is made by the Search Committee
which presently consists of Chairman (PESB), Secretary
(DPE), Secretary of the administrative Ministry/Department
of the CPSE, Chief Executive of the concerned CPSE
(Maharatna/Navratna and Miniratna) and 4 non-official
Members. The concerned Administrative Ministry/
Department appoints the non-official Directors on the basis
of recommendations of Search Committee after obtaining
the approval of competent authority.
During the year 2011, the proposals for filling up 178
positions of non-official Directors on the Boards of various
CPSEs were considered and suitable recommendations
were conveyed to the concerned administrative Ministries/
Departments.

6.4 Corporate Governance in
CPSE
Keeping in view the importance of Corporate
Governance principles in ensuring transparency and
enhancing the trust of stakeholders, the Government
had, in 2007, approved the Guidelines on Corporate
Governance for CPSEs. These guidelines were formulated
by DPE keeping in view relevant laws, instructions and
procedures.After approval by the Cabinet, these Guidelines
were released by the then Finance Minister on 22nd June,
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2007. The Cabinet while approving the implementation of
the Guidelines for an experimental phase of one year had
directed that (i) any adjustments required in the Guidelines
be made in the light of the experiences gained with the
approval of competent authority; and (ii) mid-year progress
reports be submitted by the CPSEs.
Since the issue of these Guidelines in June, 2007, the
CPSEs have had the opportunity to implement them for the
whole of the financial year 2008-09. It was felt that while
the principles of Corporate Governance apply equally to
both the public and private sector, there was a continued
need to adopt and apply the good Corporate Governance
practices in respect of CPSEs where huge public funds
are invested. The continued need for adoption of good
Corporate Governance principles has been reinforced in
the light of recent events in the corporate world. Thus,
it was decided to continue the Guidelines on Corporate
Governance for CPSEs and after due inter-ministerial
consultations, the proposal for introduction of Guidelines
on Corporate Governance for CPSEs on mandatory basis
was approved by the Government in March, 2010.
These Guidelines have now been made mandatory and
are applicable to all CPSEs. The Guidelines cover issues
like composition of Board of CPSEs, Audit Committee,
Remuneration Committee, Subsidiary companies,
Disclosures, Code of conduct and ethics, Risk management
and reporting. The Guidelines have been modified and
improved keeping in view the experience gained during
the experimental phase of one year and includes additional
provisions relating to monitoring the compliance of
Guidelines by the CPSEs and formation of Remuneration
Committee. Since, the concept of Corporate Governance is
dynamic in nature, it has also been provided that suitable
modifications in these Guidelines would be carried out to
bring them in line with prevailing laws, regulations, acts,
etc. from time to time.
The DPE has also taken the initiative to grade CPSEs
on the basis of their compliance with Guidelines and
has prescribed a format so that all CPSEs could furnish
their self-evaluation reports. The salient features of these
guidelines are as discussed below.

6.4.1 Composition of Board
In respect of the Board composition, these Guidelines
provide that the number of functional Directors should
not exceed 50% of the actual strength of the Board; and
the number of Government nominee Directors shall be
restricted to a maximum of two. In case of listed CPSEs
with an executive Chairman, the number of non-official
Directors shall be at least 50% of Board members. In
case of unlisted and listed CPSEs with a non-executive
chairmen, at least one-third of the Board Members shall
be non-official Directors. The Government has also
laid down pre-defined criteria in terms of educational
qualifications, age and experience in respect of persons to
be considered for appointment as non-official Directors.
Relevant clauses have been incorporated in these guidelines
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to ensure ‘independence’ of non-official Directors and
avoid potential conflict of interest. It has also been
provided that the Directors nominated by any institution
other than public financial institution will not be treated
as non-official Directors.
It has been further mandated that the Board meetings
are to be held at least once in every 3 months and at least
4 such meetings held in a year and all relevant information
is to be given to the Board. Further, the Board should
lay down code of conduct for all members and senior
management. In this regard, a model Code has been
incorporated in the Guidelines to assist the CPSEs. The
Guidelines inter alia provide that the Board should ensure
integration and alignment of risk management system and
the CPSE should undertake suitable training programmes
for its new Board members.

6.4.2 Audit Committee
The provisions relating to Audit Committee require a
qualified and independent Audit Committee to be set up
by CPSEs with a minimum of three Directors as members.
Further, two-thirds of the members of this Committee
should be independent Directors with an independent
Director as Chairman. The Audit Committee has been
given extensive powers with regard to financial matters
of company and is required to meet at least 4 times in
a year.

6.4.3 Subsidiary Companies
With regard to subsidiary companies, it has been
provided that at least one independent Director of the
holding company will be on the Board of Directors of
the subsidiary company, and the Audit Committee of
holding company will review the financial statements
of the subsidiary company. All significant transactions
and arrangements of subsidiary companies, furthermore,
are required to be brought to the attention of Board of
Directors of the holding company.

6.4.4 Disclosures
The provisions regarding disclosures require all
transactions to be placed before the Audit Committee.
The guidelines mandate that while preparing the financial
statements, treatment should be as per prescribed
Accounting Standard and if there are any deviations, the
same are to be explicitly mentioned. Further, the Board
is to be informed about risk assessment and minimization
procedures and senior Management is to make disclosures
to the Board relating to all financial and commercial
transactions where they have personal interest or may
have a potential conflict.

6.4.5 Compliance
It has also been mandated in the guidelines that Annual
report of companies should contain a separate section on
Corporate Governance with details of compliance. The
CPSEs will have to obtain a certificate from auditors/
company secretary regarding compliance with these
Organisational Structure and Human Resource Management

guidelines. Guidelines in Corporate Governance and will
form part of the company’s Annual Report. The CPSEs
are required to submit quarterly compliance report to their
administrative Ministries who will furnish consolidated
annual report to DPE.
A new format for grading the CPSEs on the basis of
their compliance with Guidelines on Corporate Governance
has been prescribed, and all CPSEs have been requested to
furnish self-evaluation reports in the prescribed format to
their concerned Administrative Ministries/Departments on
aquarterly basis. The concerned Administrative Ministries/
Departments have been further requested to furnish
consolidated annual score and grading in respect of all
CPSEs under their administrative control to DPE.

6.5 Wages & Salary Policy in
CPSEs
The Department of Public Enterprises (DPE) functions
as the nodal Department inter-alia, in respect of policy
relating to wage settlement of workmen, pay revision
of non-unionized supervisors and executives holding
posts below the Board level as well as at the Board
level in CPSEs. The Department renders advice to the
Administrative Ministries/ Departments and the CPSEs
in matters relating to the wage policy of workmen and
revision in the scales of pay of the executives. The CPSEs
are largely following Industrial Dearness Allowance (IDA)
pattern scales of pay. In some cases Central Dearness
Allowance (CDA) pattern scales of pay is followed.
DPE also issues quarterly DA orders in respect of IDA
employees. The DA orders for CDA employees are issued
on six monthly periods.

6.5.1 Industrial Dearness Allowance (IDA)
Government policy relating to pay scales and pay
pattern is that all employees of the CPSEs should be on
IDA pattern and related scales of pay. Instructions had
been issued by the DPE in July, 1981 and July, 1984 to
all the administrative Ministries/Departments that as and
when a new CPSE is created or established, IDA pattern
and related scales of pay should be adopted ab-initio.
Vide DPE O.M. dated 10.08.2009, it was reiterated and
emphasized that ‘appointments’ including ‘promotion’ on
or after 01.01.1989 in CDA scales of pay have to be in
IDA scales of pay. There were 248 CPSEs (excluding
Banks and Insurance Companies) as on 31.03.20 under
the administrative control of the Central Government.
They employed 14.44 lakh workmen, clerical staff and
executives. Out of this, around 96% of the workman
and executives were on IDA pattern and related scales
of pay.

6.5.2 Second Pay Revision Committee
As the periodicity of previous pay revision was
coming to an end, the Second Pay Revision Committee
( headed by Justice M. Jagannadha Rao, retired judge of
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Supreme Court) was constituted vide Government of India
Resolution dated 30.11.2006., for the revision of scales
of pay of Board level and below Board level executives
including non-unionized supervisors of CPSEs following
Industrial Dearness Allowance (IDA) pattern scales of pay
w.e.f. 01.01.2007. The Committee submitted its report to
the Government on 30.05.2008. The Government, after
due consideration of the recommendations of theSecond
Pay Revision Committee issued orders on 26.11.2008
and 09.02.2009. The salient features of these orders are
as under :i)

Pay scales ranging from ` 12,600-32,500 for
E-0 grade and to ` 80,000-1,25000 for Chief
Executives of schedule ‘A’ CPSEs.

ii) A uniform fitment benefit @ 30% on basic pay
plus DA @ 68.8% as on 01.01.2007.
iii) Rate of increment @ 3% of basic pay.
iv) Perks and allowances upto the maximum of
50% of basic pay, with provision of ‘Cafeteria
Approach’.
v) PRP ranging from 40% to 200% of the basic
pay.
vi) Superannuation benefits upto 30% of basic pay.
vii) Ceiling of gratuity in respect of executives and
non-unionized supervisors raised to ` 10.00 lakh
w.e.f. 01.01.2007.
viii) Implementation of Pay Revision linked to
affordability of the CPSE.
ix) The CPSE concerned have to finance pay revision
from their own resources and no budgetary
support will be provided.
x) An Anomalies Committee consisting of Secretaries
of Department of Public Enterprises, Department
of Expenditure and Department of Personnel &
Training constituted to look into further specific
issues/ problem that may arise in implementation
of Governments orders on the recommendation
of Second Pay Revision Committee.
xi) DPE will issue necessary instructions/clarifications
whenever required in implementation of the
decision on pay revision.
Subsequently, a Committee of Ministers headed
by the Home Minister looked into the demands of the
executives of Oil & Power Sector CPSEs. Based on the
recommendations of the Committee of Ministers, the
Government issued orders on 02.04.2009 to extend the
following additional benefits:i)

Benefit of merger of DA with basic pay for the
purpose of fitment raising the fitment from 68.8%
to 78.2%.
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ii) Superannuation benefit upto 30% of basic pay +
DA instead of basic pay alone.

28.8.1991, IDA pattern and related scales of pay were
introduced in these CPSEs with effect from 1.1.1989.

iii) Limiting the expenditure on infrastructure to
recurring cost of running the facilities with a
ceiling of 10% of basic pay.

DPE vide O.Ms dated 14.10.2008 and 20.01.2009
has revised pay scales and allowances of the employees
of CPSEs following CDA pattern w.e.f. 01.01.2006. The
benefit of pay revision was allowed to the employees of
those CPSEs that are not loss making and are in a position
to absorb the expenditure on account of pay revision from
their own resources without any budgetary support from
the Government.

iv) Enhanced allowances
26.11.2008, instead of
Presidential Directive,
Directive is issued
02.04.2009.

could be effective from
from the date of issue of
provided the Presidential
within one month of

v) These benefits to be extended to all CPSEs.
Benefits as given in these O.Ms to be viewed
as a total package. No change need be made in
O.Ms dated 26.11.2008 and 09.02.2009.
6.5.2.1 Recommendation of Anomalies Committee
In terms of the provision of Anomalies Committee
under DPE O.M. dated 26.11.2008, certain issues were
considered by the Anomalies Committee. DPE has
accordingly issued orders pertaining to (i) Pay etc. of
Government Officers on deputation to CPSEs, (ii) Self
Lease accommodation, (iii) Medical Expenditure, (iv)
Encashment of Leave (v) Benefit of bunching of increment,
(vi) Procedure of pay fixation in some past cases of Board
level executives, (vii) Protection of last drawn pay in a
particular case of Board level executives (viii) NPA not
to be considered as pay for the purpose of calculating
other benefits and no other allowance or perks to be kept
outside the 50% ceiling except the ‘four’ that have been
provided in DPE guidelines.
6.5.2.2 Wage Revision for Workmen under IDA pattern
DPE vide O.Ms dated 9.11.2006 and 01.05.2008
has issued policy guidelines for the 7th Round of Wage
Negotiations (which was on a general basis from
01.01.2007) with the unionized workmen of CPSEs. The
guidelines are broadly similar to the earlier policy on the
Sixth Round of Wage Negotiations. The guidelines also
provide that administrative Ministries/ Departments may
take a decision on a case by case basis for the periodicity
of wage settlement within 10 years but not less than 5
years, with the approval of their Minister.
6.5.2.3 Pay revision of employees under CDA Pattern
in CPSEs
CDA pattern pay scales are applicable to some of
the clerical staff, unionized cadres and executives of the
69 CPSEs who were on the rolls of these CPSEs as on
1.1.1986 and upto 31.12.1988 and were in receipt of CDA
pattern pay scales during that time. A High Power Pay
Committee (HPPC) was appointed by the Government,
in pursuance of the Supreme Court directions dated
12.3.1986, which submitted its Report to the Government
on 24.11.1988. Its recommendations were implemented in
these CPSEs. In pursuance of the Supreme Court direction
dated 3.5.1990 read with the subsequent directions dated
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6.5.2.4 Important policy guidelines issued during the
period 2010-11
i)

The ceiling for payment of gratuity under the
Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972 was enhanced from
` 3.5 Lakh to ` 10 lakh by Ministry of Labour &
Employment vide Notification dated 24.05.2010.
DPE vide O.M. dated 02.06.2010 extended the
enhanced benefit of gratuity to all employees of
CPSEs.

ii) Considering the unique circumstances of each
CPSE, it was decided (vide DPE O.M. dated
16.06.2010) that administrative Ministry/
Department would take suitable action on a
case by case basis on the recommendations of
BIFR/BRPSE and Government decision thereon
as per existing guidelines, as far as the issue
of pay revision in sick CPSEs was concerned.
As regards the issue of CPSEs having income
level of less than ` 50 crore, it was decided that
concerned administrative Ministry/Department
would take action on a case by case basis, with
concurrence of their Financial Advisor and in
consultation with Department of Disinvestment
and other stakeholders, if necessary and also with
the approval of competent authority.
iii) For the purpose of Special Allowance upto
10% of basic pay for serving in the difficult
and far flung areas (which is outside the 50%
ceiling on perks & allowances provided in DPE
O.M. dated 26.11.2008), DPE vide O.M. dated
22.06.2010 provided four categories of these
areas depending on the degree of remoteness and
difficult working conditions, based on DoE O.M.
dated 29.08.2008.
iv) In modification of relevant provision of DPE
O.M. dated 26.11.2008 and in terms of DoPT
O.M. dated 12.10.2010 read with DPE O.M.
dated 03.12.2010 CVOs & other officers on
deputation to Vigilance Department of CPSEs
were allowed to draw pay either in the scale of
pay of the CPSE concerned or pay in the parent
cadre plus deputation (duty) allowance thereon
plus personal pay, if any.
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6.6 Voluntary Retirement Scheme
(VRS)
In view of the ongoing restructuring in industry
including CPSEs, several measures for reforms and
restructuring of CPSEs have been taken up by the
Government. Right sizing of manpower in the CPSEs
has been one of the measures adopted. In this process,
the Voluntary Retirement Scheme, (initially announced in
October, 1988 for the first time) was further liberalized
and a comprehensive package was notified by DPE in
May, 2000 in order to cater to the needs of the CPSEs to
meet their objectives and also to protect the interest of the
workers affected due to various restructuring models.
Considering the difficulties faced by the enterprises
where the wage revision of 1992 or 1997 (as the case may
be) could not be effective, the Voluntary Retirement Scheme
was liberalized by issuance of subsequent notification of
6th November, 2001, which inter-alia provides for 100%
additional compensation for the employees where wage
revision of 1992 could not be effected and similarly
50% additional compensation for employees where wage
revision of 1997 could not be made effective. The ex-gratia
payment under VRS to employees following CDA pattern
at 1986 scales of pay has been enhanced by 50% vw.e.f.
26.10.2004. These increases in VRS compensation are to
be computed based on existing pay of employees.
From the introduction of the VRS scheme in October
1988 till March 2011, approximately 6.13 lakh employees
have been released under the scheme.

6.6.1 VRS in CPSEs that can sustain he
Scheme with their own resources.
Enterprises, which are financially sound and can
sustain VRS on their own, can frame their own schemes
of VRS and make it attractive enough for employees to
opt for it. They may offer as compensation upto 60 days
salary (only Basic Pay + DA) for every completed year
of service. However, such compensation will not exceed
the salary for the balance period of service left.

service, whichever is less, is applicable. The employees
who have completed not less than 30 years of service
will be eligible for a maximum of 60(sixty) months
salary/wage as compensation and this will be subject to
an amount not exceeding the salary/wage for the balance
period of service left.

6.7 Scheme of Councelling,
Retraining and Redeployment
Restructuring of enterprises is a global phenomenon,
particularly in the context of liberalized economy. There
has been thrust on restructuring central public enterprises
both at macro as well as micro level. In the process,
rationalization of manpower has also become a necessity.
However, in some cases it affects the existing manpower
due to shift in technology and changed manpower
requirements. As such, the policy of the Government
has been to implement reforms with a human face and
provide adequate ‘safety net’ for the affected workers due
to right sizing.
Accordingly, the Government had established the
National Renewal Fund (NRF) in February, 1992 broadly
to cover the expenses of VRS and to provide retraining
to the workers in the organized sector.
The retraining activity was administered by
Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion. However,
in February, 2000, due to various reasons NRF was
abolished in February, 2000. Since 2001-02, the Scheme
for Counselling, Retraining and Redeployment (CRR) of
Rationalized Employees of CPSEs is being implemented
by Department of Public Enterprises. CRR Scheme was
modified in November, 2007 in order to widen its scope
and coverage. One dependent of VRS optees is also eligible
in case the VRS optee himself is not interested.
The scheme for CR scheme, inter alia, aims to achieve
the followinng objectives:
(a) to reorient rationalized employees through short
duration programmes.
(b) to equip them for new vocations.

6.6.2 VRS in marginally profit or loss
making and sick and unviable CPSEs

(c) to engage them in income generating selfemployment.

Marginally profit /loss making CPSEs as well as
sick and unviable units may adopt either (i) the Gujarat
Model, under which the compensation is computed by
allowing 35 days salary for every completed year of
service and 25 days for each year of the balance service
left until superannuating, subject to the condition that the
compensation shall not exceed the sum of salary for the
balance period left for superannuation (ii) or the VRS
package of Department of Heavy Industry (DHI model),
under which ex-gratia payment equivalent to 45 days
emoluments ( Pay + DA) for each completed year of
service or the total emoluments for the balance period of

(d) to help them rejoin the productive process.
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The main elements of the CRR programme are
Counselling, Retraining and Redeployment. Counselling
helps the rationalized employees to cope with the trauma
of leaving the organization, to properly manage their funds
including compensation and to motivate them to face
challenges and re-join the productive process. Similarly,
retraining strengthens their skill/expertise. Selected
training institutes impart need-based training in modules
of 30 days / 45 days / 60 days.. The faculty support is
both internal and external, The approach is to provide
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classroom lectures as well as field experience. In the
process, trainees interact with experts from various fields
and are helped in preparation/finalization of project reports.
The retraining should lead to redeployment mostly through
self-employment. In the present scheme, the objective
is to maximize the rate of self-employment. The Nodal
Agencies, therefore, provide need-based support, linkage
with credit institutions and continuously follow up with
the retrained personnel.
The Nodal Training Agencies are required to
counsel VRS optees, impart training and reorientation,
develop curriculum /materials, prepare feasibility report
market survey, post training follow up, interface with
credit institutions, support in self employment, regular
liaison with CPSEs, convening meeting of Coordination
Committee etc.
CPSEs are the key to the success of the scheme.
They are expected to extend all possible support for the
welfare of the separated employees by clearing their
compensation/dues before release. Long association with
employees puts CPSEs in a better position to identify
their retraining needs.
During 2010-11, a Plan Fund of ` 8.90 crore was
allocated. Eleven nodal agencies were associated, which
included 49 Employees Assistance Centres (EACs) located
all over the country. Year wise number of persons trained
under the scheme is shown in Table 6.1 below:
Table 6.1
C R R Scheme
Year

No. of persons trained

2001-02

8064

2002-03

12066

2003-04

12134

2004-05

28003

2005-06

32158

2006-07

34398

2007-08

9728

2008-09

9772

2009-10

7400

2010-11
Total

9265
162988

6.8 Employment under Reserved
Categories
The Personnel and Recruitment Policies in respect of
recruitment against below Board level posts are formulated
by the management of respective CPSEs. However, on
matters of general importance, policy guidelines are issued
by the Government to the enterprises which are to be
kept in view by the latter while framing their individual
corporate policies.
Besides formal Presidential Directives issued to
CPSEs by the concerned administrative Ministries to
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ensure reservation in regard to employment for Scheduled
Castes, Scheduled Tribes and Other Backward Classes
(OBCs), on the same lines as applicable in the Central
Government Ministries/Departments, the Department
of Public Enterprises keeps a watch on the reservation
policies in the recruitment through calling for Annual
Reports from CPSEs, and taking necessary follow-up
action after scrutinizing these reports. A comprehensive
Presidential Directive incorporating all important
instructions on reservation for SCs and STs, was issued
to all the administrative Ministries/Departments concerned
on 25th April 1991 for formal issuance of the same to
CPSEs. Necessary changes and modifications are also
circulated to CPSEs through their administrative Ministries/
Departments for information and compliance.
Based on the recommendation of the Second Backward
Classes Commission (Mandal Commission) and in
accordance with the Supreme Court Judgement in the
Indira Sawhney case, instructions were issued providing
reservation of 27% of vacancies in favour of Other
Backward Classes (OBCs). The Department of Personnel
& Training (DOPT) who formulate the policy in respect
of reservation in services, have been issuing instructions
from time to time on various aspects of reservation in
favour of OBCs. Reservation for OBCs was made effective
w.e.f. 8.9.1993. The Department of Public Enterprises
(DPE) have been extending these instructions to CPSEs
through their administrative Ministries for compliance.
A comprehensive Presidential Directive incorporating all
instructions was prepared by the Department of Public
Enterprises and issued to all administrative Ministries vide
DPE’s OM dated 27th July, 1995 for formal issuance to
CPSEs under their control. DoPT instructions on allocation
of a sub-quota of 4.5% for minorities within the 27%
reservation for OBCs have been extended vide DPE O.M.
dated 2nd January, 2012 to the administrative Minsitries/
Departments (concered with CPSEs) for implementation
in CPSEs under their control. The castes/communities of
the said minorities which are included in the Central list
of OBCs, notified from time to time by the Minsitry of
Social Justice & Empowerment, shall be covered within
the the said sub-quota.
Athough the administrative Ministries/Departments
concerned have been made formally responsible for
implementation of these Directives, the Department of
Public Enterprises also takes follow-up action on the
recommendations made by the Parliamentary Committee
on Welfare of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes
and National Commission for SCs/STs/OBCs. The CPSEs
have been advised by DPE to make vigorous efforts to
wipe out the backlog vacancies so as to improve the
representation of Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes/OBCs
in the services, particularly in Group ‘A’ & ‘B’ posts.
CPSEs have been also advised to invariably associate an
officer of appropriate level belonging to SC/ST with their
Departmental Promotion Committee/Selection Board.
The present quota for providing reservation for
candidates belonging to Scheduled Castes, Scheduled
Tribes and OBCs where recruitment is on All-India basis
(through open competition) as well as other categories of
Organisational Structure and Human Resource Management

persons entitled to reservation of vacancies is indicated
below:
Table 6.2
Quota for Reservation

Category

Group
‘A’ & ‘B’

Group
‘C’

Group ‘D’

Scheduled Castes

15%

15%

15%

Scheduled Tribes

7.5%

7.5%

7.5%

Other Backward
Classes

27%

27%

27%

Physically
Handicapped Persons

3%

3%

3%

–

14.5%

24.5%

Ex-servicemen &
Dependents of those
killed in action

The representation of SCs/STs in Group ‘A’ posts
has been rising steadily and has increased from 2.90%
and 0.66% as on 1.1.1980 to 14.53% and 5.35%
respectively as on 1.1.2011. In regard to Group ‘B’ posts
the representation of SCs/STs has risen from 5.12% and
1.36% as on 1.1.1980 to 14.90% and 6.47% respectively as
on 1.1.2011 (Annex 6.2). Although the overall percentage
of representation of SCs/STs in services is adequate, the
representation in Group ‘A’ and Group ‘B’ is not upto the
mark (Statement-26). The shortfall in the representation
of Scheduled Castes/Schedule Tribes in Group ‘A’ and
Group ‘B’ posts in CPSEs has been there also on account
of non-availability of suitable Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes candidates in the technical disciplines.
Most of the CPSEs, being in the manufacturing/ production
sector, have preponderance of technical posts in Group
‘A’ and ‘B’ services.
Furthermore, the need to ensure timely filling up
of reserved posts and the backlog has been stressed
through various instructions issued from time to time. All
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administrative Ministries/Departments have been requested
to advise the CPSEs under their administrative control to
take effective steps to fill up the unfilled reserved posts in
Direct Recruitment as well as in Promotion in accordance
with the existing instructions. The Government have issued
necessary instructions to launch Special Recruitment
Drive(s) to fill up backlog of reserved vacancies for
SCs, STs & OBCs in CPSEs. The DPE has also issued
repeated instructions to all the administrative Ministries /
Departments dealing with CPSEs to fill up these vacancies
in a time bound manner.
The DPE has also extended the instructions vis-a-vis
the scheme for reservation for Ex-servicemen in CPSEs
through the administrative Ministries/ Departments.
Instructions streamlining the procedure for recruitment
of Ex-servicemen have been also issued with a view to
augment their in-take in CPSEs. Such CPSEs, which are
in a position to offer agencies/dealerships, have been
advised to reserve quota of such agencies/dealership for
allotment to Ex-servicemen.
The DPE has also issued draft Presidential Directive on
22.4.1991 to all the administrative Ministries/Departments
concerned with CPSEs for employment of physically
handicapped persons in CPSEs. With the enactment of the
Persons with Disabilities (Equal Opportunities, Protection
of Rights and Full Participation) Act, 1995, the reservation
to physically handicapped persons stood extended to
identified Group ‘A’ and ‘B’ posts to be filled through
Direct Recruitment. As per the Act, not less than 3% posts
shall be reserved for Persons with Disabilities of which
1% each shall be reserved for persons suffering from (i)
blindness or low vision (ii) hearing impairment and (iii)
locomotor disability or cerebral palsy. All CPSEs have,
accordingly, been advised to comply with the provisions
of the Act.
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Annex-6.1

Classification of CPSEs as on 31.3.2011
S.No.

NAME of CPSE

Schedule

Holding/Subsidiary

1

AIR INDIA LTD.

A

H

Others

2

AIRPORTS AUTHORITY OF INDIA LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-I

3

BEML LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-I

4

BHARAT BHARI UDYOG NIGAM LTD.

A

H

Others

5

BHARAT ELECTRONICS LTD.

A

H

Navratna

6

BHARAT HEAVY ELECTRICALS LTD.

A

H

Navratna

7

BHARAT PETROLEUM CORPN. LTD.

A

H

Navratna

8

BHARAT SANCHAR NIGAM LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-I

9

CENTRAL WAREHOUSING CORPN.

A

H

Miniratna-I

10

COAL INDIA LTD.

A

H

Maharatna

11

CONTAINER CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-I

12

DEDICATED FRIGHT CORRIDOR CORP. OF INDIA LTD.

A

H

Others

13

ELECTRONICS CORPN. OF INDIA LTD.

A

H

Others

14

ENGINEERS INDIA LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-I

15

FERTILIZERS & CHEMICALS (TRAVANCORE) LTD.

A

H

Others

16

FOOD CORPN. OF INDIA

A

H

Others

17

GAIL (INDIA) LTD.

A

H

Navratna

18

HEAVY ENGINEERING CORPN. LTD.

A

H

Others

19

HINDUSTAN AERONAUTICS LTD.

A

H

Navratna

20

HINDUSTAN COPPER LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-I

21

HINDUSTAN PAPER CORPORATION LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-I

22

HINDUSTAN PETROLEUM CORPN. LTD.

A

H

Navratna

23

HMT LTD.

A

H

Others

24

HOUSING & URBAN DEV. CORPN. LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-I

25

I T I LTD.

A

H

Others

26

INDIAN OIL CORPORATION LTD.

A

H

Maharatna

27

IRCON INTERNATIONAL LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-I

28

KIOCL LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-I

29

KONKAN RAILWAY CORPORATION LTD.

A

H

Others

30

M M T C LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-I

31

MAHANAGAR TELEPHONE NIGAM LTD.

A

H

Navratna

32

MAZAGON DOCK LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-I

33

MECON LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-II

34

MUMBAI RAILWAY VIKAS CORPORATION LTD.

A

H

Others

35

NATIONAL ALUMINIUM COMPANY LTD.

A

H

Navratna

36

NATIONAL BLDG. CONSTN. CORPN. LTD.

A

H

Others

37

NATIONAL FERTILIZERS LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-I

38

NATIONAL TEXTILE CORPN. LTD.

A

H

Others

39

NEYVELI LIGNITE CORPN. LTD.

A

H

Navratna

40

NHPC LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-I

41

NMDC Ltd.

A

H

Navratna

42

NORTH EASTERN ELECTRIC POWER CORPORATION LTD.

A

H

Others

43

NTPC LTD.

A

H

Maharatna

44

OIL & NATURAL GAS CORPORATION LTD.

A

H

Maharatna
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S.No.

NAME of CPSE

Schedule

Holding/Subsidiary

Category

45

OIL INDIA LTD.

A

H

Navratna

46

POWER FINANCE CORPORATION

A

H

Navratna

47

POWER GRID CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD.

A

H

Navratna

48

RAIL VIKAS NIGAM LTD.

A

H

Others

49

RAILTEL CORPORATION INDIA LTD.

A

H

Others

50

RASHTRIYA CHEMICALS AND FERTILIZERS LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-I

51

RASHTRIYA ISPAT NIGAM LTD.

A

H

Navratna

52

RITES LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-I

53

RURAL ELECTRIFICATION CORPN. LTD.

A

H

Navratna

54

SECURITY PRINTING & MINTING CORPN. INDIA LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-I

55

SHIPPING CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD.

A

H

Navratna

56

SJVN LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-I

57

STATE TRADING CORPN. OF INDIA LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-I

58

STEEL AUTHORITY OF INDIA LTD.

A

H

Maharatna

59

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONSULTANTS (INDIA) LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-I

60

THDC LTD.

A

H

Miniratna-I

61

ANDREW YULE & COMPANY LTD.

B

H

Others

62

BALMER LAWRIE & CO. LTD.

B

S

Miniratna-I

63

BBJ CONSTRUCTION COMPANY LTD.

B

S

Others

64

BHARAT COKING COAL LTD.

B

S

Others

65

BHARAT DYNAMICS LTD.

B

H

Miniratna-I

66

BHARAT HEAVY PLATE & VESSELS LTD.

B

S

Others

67

BHARAT PUMPS & COMPRESSORS LTD.

B

H

Miniratna-II

68

BRAHAMPUTRA CRACKERS & POLYMER LTD.

B

S

Others

69

BRAHMAPUTRA VALLEY FERTILIZER CORPN. LTD.

B

H

Others

70

BRAITHWAITE & CO. LTD.

B

S

Others

71

BRIDGE & ROOF CO.(INDIA) LTD.

B

H

Miniratna-I

72

BRITISH INDIA CORPORATION LTD.

B

H

Others

73

BURN STANDARD COMPANY LTD.

B

S

Others

74

CEMENT CORPN. OF INDIA LTD.

B

H

Others

75

CENTRAL COALFIELDS LTD.

B

S

Miniratna-I

76

CENTRAL ELECTRONICS LTD.

B

H

Others

77

CENTRAL MINE PLANNING & DESIGN INSTITUTE LTD.

B

S

Miniratna-II

78

CHENNAI PETROLEUM CORPORATION LTD.

B

S

Miniratna-I

79

COCHIN SHIPYARD LTD.

B

H

Miniratna-I

80

COTTON CORPN. OF INDIA LTD.

B

H

Others

81

DREDGING CORPN. OF INDIA LTD.

B

H

Miniratna-I

82

EASTERN COALFIELDS LTD.

B

S

Others

83

ENGINEERING PROJECTS (INDIA) LTD.

B

H

Miniratna-II

84

ENNORE PORT LTD.

B

H

Miniratna-I

85

FERTILIZER CORPN. OF INDIA LTD.

B

H

Others

86

GARDEN REACH SHIPBUILDERS & ENGINEERS LTD.

B

H

Miniratna-I

87

GOA SHIPYARD LTD.

B

H

Miniratna-I

88

HANDICRAFTS & HANDLOOM EXPORTS CORP. OF INDIA
LTD.

B

H

Others

89

HINDUSTAN CABLES LTD.

B

H

Others

90

HINDUSTAN FERTILIZER CORPN. LTD.

B

H

Others
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S.No.

NAME of CPSE

Schedule

Holding/Subsidiary

Category

91

HINDUSTAN NEWSPRINT LTD.

B

S

Miniratna-I

92

HINDUSTAN ORGANIC CHEMICALS LTD.

B

H

Others

93

HINDUSTAN SHIPYARD LTD.

B

H

Others

94

HINDUSTAN STEELWORKS COSTN. LTD.

B

H

Others

95

HINDUSTAN VEGETABLE OILS CORPN. LTD.

B

H

Others

96

HLL LIFECARE LTD.

B

H

Miniratna-I

97

HMT (INTERNATIONAL) LTD.

B

S

Miniratna-II

98

HMT MACHINE TOOLS LTD.

B

S

Others

99

HMT WATCHES LTD.

B

S

Others

100

INDIA TOURISM DEV. CORPN. LTD.

B

H

Miniratna-I

101

INDIA TRADE PROMOTION ORGANISATION

B

H

Miniratna-II

102

INDIAN DRUGS & PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.

B

H

Others

103

INDIAN RAILWAY CATERING AND TOURISM CORPN. LTD.

B

H

Miniratna-I

104

INDIAN RAILWAY FINANCE CORPORATION LTD.

B

H

Others

105

INDIAN RARE EARTHS LTD.

B

H

Others

106

INDIAN RENEWABLE ENERGY DEVT.AGENCY LTD.

B

H

Others

107

INSTRUMENTATION LTD.

B

H

Others

108

M S T C LTD.

B

H

Miniratna-I

109

MADRAS FERTILIZERS LTD.

B

H

Others

110

MAHANADI COALFIELDLS LTD.

B

S

Miniratna-I

111

MANGALORE REFINERY & PETROCHEMICALS LTD.

B

S

Miniratna-I

112

MINERAL EXPLORATION CORPN. LTD.

B

H

Others

113

MISHRA DHATU NIGAM LTD.

B

H

Miniratna-I

114

MOIL LTD.

B

H

Miniratna-I

115

NATIONAL HANDLOOM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
LTD.

B

H

Others

116

NATIONAL JUTE MANUFACTURES CORPORATION LTD.

B

H

Others

117

NATIONAL PROJECTS CONSTRUCTION CORPN. LTD.

B

H

Others

118

NATIONAL SEEDS CORPN. LTD.

B

H

Miniratna-I

119

NATIONAL SMALL INDUSTRIES CORPN. LTD.

B

H

Miniratna-II

120

NORTHERN COALFIELDS LTD.

B

S

Miniratna-I

121

NUMALIGARH REFINARY LTD.

B

S

Miniratna-I

122

ONGC VIDESH LTD.

B

S

Miniratna-I

123

P E C LTD.

B

H

Miniratna-II

124

PAWAN HANS HELICOPTERS LTD.

B

H

Miniratna-I

125

PROJECTS & DEVELOPMENT INDIA LTD.

B

H

Others

126

SCOOTERS INDIA LTD.

B

H

Others

127

SOUTH EASTERN COALFIELDS LTD.

B

S

Miniratna-I

128

TYRE CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD.

B

H

Others

129

URANIUM CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD.

B

H

Others

130

WAPCOS LTD.

B

H

Miniratna-I

131

WESTERN COALFIELDS LTD.

B

S

Miniratna-I

132

ANDAMAN & NICOBAR ISL. FOREST & PLANT.DEV.CORP.
LTD

C

H

Others

133

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS MFG. CORPN. OF INDIA

C

H

Others

134

BENGAL CHEMICALS & PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.

C

H

Others

135

BHARAT PETRO RESOURCES LTD.

C

S

Others
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136

BHARAT WAGON & ENGG. CO. LTD.

C

H

Others

137

BIECCO LAWRIE & CO. LTD.

C

H

Others

138

BROADCAST ENGG. CONSULTANTS INDIA LTD.

C

H

Miniratna-II

139

CENTRAL COTTAGE INDUSTRIES CORPN. OF INDIA LTD.

C

H

Others

140

CENTRAL INLAND WATER TRANSPORT CORPN. LTD.

C

H

Others

141

CENTRAL RAILSIDE WAREHOUSING CO. LTD.

C

S

Others

142

EdCIL(India) Ltd.

C

H

Miniratna-II

143

FCI ARAVALI GYPSUM & MINERALS (INDIA) LTD.

C

H

Miniratna-II

144

FERRO SCRAP NIGAM LTD.

C

S

Miniratna-II

145

HINDUSTAN ANTIBIOTICS LTD.

C

H

Others

146

HINDUSTAN INSECTICIDES LTD.

C

H

Others

147

HINDUSTAN PHOTO FILMS MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.

C

H

Others

148

HINDUSTAN SALTS LTD.

C

H

Others

149

HMT BEARINGS LTD.

C

S

Others

150

HMT CHINAR WATCHES LTD.

C

S

Others

151

HOOGHLY DOCK AND PORT ENGINEERS LTD.

C

H

Others

152

HOTEL CORPN. OF INDIA LTD.

C

S

Others

153

HSCC (INDIA) LTD.

C

H

Miniratna-II

154

JUTE CORPN. OF INDIA LTD.

C

H

Others

155

KARNATAKA ANTIBIOTICS & PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.

C

H

Others

156

NAGALAND PULP & PAPER COMPANY LTD.

C

S

Others

157

NATIONAL BACKWARD CLASSES FINANCE & DEVP.CO.

C

H

Others

158

NATIONAL FILM DEV. CORPN. LTD.

C

H

Miniratna-II

159

NATIONAL HANDICAPPED FINANCE & DEVPT. CORPN.

C

H

Others

160

NATIONAL MINORITIES DEVP. & FINANCE CORPN.

C

H

Others

161

NATIONAL RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT CORPN.

C

H

Others

162

NATIONAL SAFAI KARAMCHARIS FINANCE & DEVPT.
CORPN

C

H

Others

163

NATIONAL SCHEDULED CASTES FINANCE & DEVP.
CORPN.

C

H

Others

164

NATIONAL SCHEDULED TRIBES FINANCE & DEVP.
CORPN.

C

H

Others

165

Category

NEPA LTD.

C

H

Others

NORTH EASTERN HANDICRAFTS & HANDLOOM DEV.
CORPN. LTD.

C

H

Others

167

NORTH EASTERN REGIONAL AGRI. MARKETING CORP.
LTD.

C

H

Others

168

RAJASTHAN ELECTRONICS AND INSTRUMENTS LTD.

C

H

Miniratna-II

169

RICHARDSON & CRUDDAS(1972) LTD.

C

H

Others

170

STATE FARMS CORPORATION OF INDIA LTD.

C

H

Others

171

STCL LTD.

C

S

Others

172

TRIVENI STRUCTURALS LTD.

C

H

Others

173

TUNGABHADRA STEEL PRODUCTS LTD.

C

H

Others

174

HINDUSTAN FLUOROCARBONS LIMITED

D

S

Others

175

HINDUSTAN PREFAB LTD.

D

H

Others

176

INDIAN MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL CORPN. LTD.

D

H

Miniratna-II

177

ORISSA DRUGS & CHEMICALS LTD.

D

S

Others

178

RAJASTHAN DRUGS & PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.

D

S

Others

179

AIR INDIA AIR TRANSPORT SERVICES LTD.

UC

S

Others
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180

AIR INDIA CHARTERS LTD.

UC

H

Others

181

AIR INDIA ENGINEERING SERVICES LTD.

UC

S

Others

182

AIRLINE ALLIED SERVICES LTD.

UC

S

Others

183

ANTRIX CORPORATION LTD.

UC

H

Miniratna-I

184

ASSAM ASHOK HOTEL CORPN. LTD.

UC

S

Others

185

BALMER LAWRIE INVESTMENTS LTD.

UC

H

Others

186

BEL OPTRONICS DEVICES LTD.

UC

S

Others

187

BHARAT IMMUNOLOGICALS & BIOLOGICALS CORP. LTD.

UC

H

Others

188

BHARAT PETRO RESOURCES JPDA

UC

S

Others

189

BHARATIYA NABHIKIYA VIDYUT NIGAM LTD.

UC

H

Others

190

BHARTIYA RAIL BIJLEE CO. LTD.

UC

S

Others

191

BHEL ELECTRICAL MACHINES LTD.

UC

S

Others

192

BIHAR DRUGS & ORGANIC CHEMICALS LTD.

UC

S

Others

193

BIRDS JUTE & EXPORTS LTD.

UC

S

Others

194

BISRA STONE LIME COMPANY LTD.

UC

S

Others

195

CERTIFICATION ENGINEERS INTERNATIONAL LTD.

UC

S

Others

196

CHHATTISHGARH SURGUJA POWER LTD.

UC

S

Others

197

COASTAL KARNATAKA POWER LTD.

UC

S

Others

198

COASTAL MAHARASHTRA MEGA POWER LTD.

UC

S

Others

199

COASTAL TAMIL NADU POWER LTD.

UC

S

Others

200

CREDA HPCL BIOFUEL LTD.

UC

S

Others

201

DONYI POLO ASHOK HOTEL LTD.

UC

S

Others

202

EASTERN INVESTMENT LTD.

UC

S

Others

203

EXPORT CREDIT GUARANTEE CORPN.OF INDIA LTD.

UC

H

Others

204

FRESH & HEALTHY ENTERPRISES LTD.

UC

S

Others

205

GAIL GAS LTD.

UC

S

Others

206

GHOGARPALLI INTEGRATED POWER COMPANY LTD.

UC

S

Others

207

HOOGHLY PRINTING COMPANY LTD.

UC

S

Others

208

HPCL BIOFUELS LTD.

UC

S

Others

209

IDPL (TAMILNADU) LTD.

UC

S

Others

210

INDIA INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCE CO. LTD.

UC

H

Others

211

INDIAN VACCINE CORP. LTD.

UC

H

Others

212

IRCON INFRASTRUCTURE & SERVICES LTD.

UC

S

Others

213

J & K MINERAL DEVELOPMENT CORPN. LTD.

UC

S

Others

214

JAGDISHPUR PAPER MILLS LTD.

UC

S

Others

215

KANTI BIJLEE UTPADAN NIGAM LTD.

UC

S

Others

216

KARNATAKA TRADE PROMOTION ORGANISATION

UC

S

Others

217

KUMARAKRUPPA FRONTIER HOTELS LTD.

UC

H

Others

218

LOKTAK DOWNSTREAM HYDROELECTRIC CORPORATION
LTD.

UC

S

Others

219

MADHYA PRADESH ASHOK HOTEL CORPN. LTD.

UC

S

Others

220

MAHARASHTRA ELEKTROSMELT LTD.

UC

S

Others

221

MILLENNIUM TELECOM LTD.

UC

S

Others

222

MJSJ COAL LTD.

UC

S

Others

223

MNH SHAKTI LTD.

UC

S

Others

224

NATIONAL INFORMATICS CENTRE SERVICES
INCORPORATED

UC

H

Others
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225

NHDC LTD.

UC

S

Others

226

NLC TAMIL NADU POWER LTD.

UC

S

Others

227

NMDC-CMDC LTD.

UC

H

Others

228

NTPC ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY LTD.

UC

S

Others

229

NTPC HYDRO LTD.

UC

S

Others

230

NTPC VIDYUT VYAPAR NIGAM LTD.

UC

S

Others

231

NUCLEAR POWER CORPN. OF INDIA LTD.

UC

H

Others

232

ORISSA INTEGRATED POWER LTD.

UC

S

Others

233

ORISSA MINERAL DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LTD.

UC

S

Others

234

PFC CONSULTING LTD.

UC

S

Others

235

PONDICHERRY ASHOK HOTEL CORPN. LTD.

UC

S

Others

236

POWER SYSTEM OPERATION CORPORATION LTD.

UC

S

Others

237

PUNJAB ASHOK HOTEL COMPANY LTD.

UC

S

Others

238

RANCHI ASHOK BIHAR HOTEL CORPN. LTD.

UC

S

Others

239

REC POWER DISTRIBUTION CO. LTD.

UC

S

Others

240

REC TRANSMISSION PROJECT CO. LTD.

UC

S

Others

241

RITES INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES LTD.

UC

H

Others

242

SAKHIGOPAL INTEGRATED POWER COMPANY LTD.

UC

S

Others

243

SAMBHAR SALTS LTD.

UC

S

Others

244

SETHUSAMUDRAM CORPN. LTD.

UC

H

Others

245

TAMIL NADU TRADE PROMOTION ORGANISATION

UC

S

Others

246

TATIYA ANDHRA MEGA POWER LTD.

UC

S

Others

247

UTKAL ASHOK HOTEL CORPN. LTD.

UC

S

Others

248

VIGNYAN INDUSTRIES LTD.

UC

S

Others

Note :

Category

UC -Uncategorized CPSE, * Shell Companies / SPVs (Special Purpose Vehicle).
The Schedule and status of the company is as per latest information available.
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Annex 6.2

Representation of SCs/STs/OBCs in CPSEs
Group

Total No. of
employees

1

2

Representation of SC

OBCs No.

SCs No.

%age

STs No.

%age

3

4

5

6

As on 1.1.1980 (Based on information furnished by 177 enterprises)
Group ‘A’

93,984

2,726

2.90

623

0.66

Group ‘B’

97,756

5,003

5.12

1,329

1.36

Group ‘C’

12,74,581

2,30,505

18.08

98,329

7.71

Group ‘D’
(Excluding Safai Karamcharis)

3,53,981

79,167

22.36

38,083

10.76

Total

18,20,302

3,17,401

17.44

1,38,364

7.60

36,030

23,309

64.69

1,492

4.14

18,56,332

3,40,710

18.35

1,39,856

7.53

Group ‘D’
(Safai Karamcharis)
Grand Total

As on 1.1.2010 (Based on information furnished by 206 Enterprises)
Group ‘A’

261072

40389

15.47

13993

5.35

29279

Group ‘B’

208501

30560

14.65

13117

6.29

18011

Group ‘C’

742516

145619

19.61

51884

6.98

71698

Group ‘D’ (Excluding Safai
karamcharis)

221159

42733

19.32

27546

12.45

35564

1433248

259301

18.09

106540

7.43

154552

34162

11517

33.71

1462

4.27

611

1467410

270818

18.45

108002

7.36

155163

Total
Group ‘D’
(Safai Karamcharis)
Grand Total

As on 1.1.2011 (Based on information furnished by 207 Enterprises)
Group ‘A’

209292

30416

15.53

11198

5.35

209011

Group ‘B’

209086

31149

14.90

13521

6.47

19336

Group ‘C’

737273

141422

19.18

64575

8.76

101809

Group ‘D’ (Excluding Safai
karamcharis)

244192

49694

20.35

28849

11.81

37956

Total

1399843

252681

18.05

118143

8.44

368112

10419

7858

75.42

302

2.90

330

1410262

260539

18.47

118445

8.40

368442

Group ‘D’
(Safai Karamcharis)
Grand Total

Note:

Group ‘A’ : Managerial/Executive Level

Group ‘B’ : Supervisory Level

			

Group ‘C’ : Workmen/Clerical Level

Group ‘D’ : Semi-skilled/Unskilled
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Chapter-12

Revival and Restructuring of Sick/Loss Making
CPSEs
Some of the Central Public Sector Enterprises
(CPSEs) have been incurring losses continuously for the
last several years. The accumulated loss in many of these
cases has exceeded their net worth. Under the provisions
of Sick Industrial Companies (Special Provision) Act
(SICA),1985 the CPSEs have to be referred to Board for
Industrial and Financial Reconstruction (BIFR) on their
becoming sick/insolvent. The Government, furthermore,

constituted the Board for Reconstruction of Public Sector
Enterprises (BRPSE) in 2004 for the revival of sick and
loss making CPSE’s.
There has been significant improvement in the overall
condition of these enterprises in recent years. In comparison
to 111 sick CPSEs in March, 2002, there were 45 sick
CPSEs in March, 2011 (Table-12.1).

Table 12.1
Loss Making CPSEs (2002–03 to 2010-11)
Year

No.of sick
CPSEs*

Accumulated losses
of sick CPSEs*
(` in crore)

No.of sick CPSEs**

No.of Loss making
CPSEs, during the
year

Aggregate Loss,
during the year
(` in crore)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

2002–03

111

76721

–

105

10972

2003–04

100

73487

–

89

8522

2004–05

90

82352

81

73

9003

2005–06

81

83554

75

63

6845

2006–07

74

89064

83

61

8526

2007–08

46

72820

78

54

10303

2008–09

46

68577

73

55

14621

2009-10

46

62828

69

59

16241

2010-11

45

65146

-

62

21693

Note:*As per the definition of BIFR, **As per the definition of BRPSE

12.1 Reasons for Sickness in CPSEs
The reason for sickness varies from enterprise to
enterprise. In some cases, the cause of sickness is historical;
textile companies which were taken over from the private
sector on soico-economic considerations like protecting
employment of workers in early seventies could not be
modernized quickly. British India Corporation, Bird Jute
& Exports and National Textile Corporation (NTC) belong
to this group. Besides these ( textile) companies, there
have been other enterprises that were taken over from the
private sector but could not be modernized. These include
engineering and refractory enterprises like Bharat Wagons
& Engineering, Praga Tools, Burn Standard, Braithwaith
& Co., Richardsan and Crudass Ltd., drug companies like
Bengal Chemicals & Pharmaceuticals Ltd., transportation /
shipping companies like Hooghly Dock & Port Engineering
Ltd., Central Inland Water Transport Corporation and
consumer goods companies like Tyre Corporation of India
and Hooghly Printing Co. Ltd.
The other group of sick companies(other than those
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taken over) is green-field companies. These became sick
over the years on account of high input cost, lack of
finance, technological obsolescence and competition from
the private sector. These include fertilizer companies
like Fertilizer Corporation of India, Hindustan Fertilizer
Corporation, Pyrites, Phosphates and Chemicals Ltd.,
chemicals and drugs companies like Indian Drugs &
Pharmaceuticals Ltd., Hindustan Insecticides Ltd., and
Hindustan Antibiotics Ltd. Some of the loss making
companies, such as, Nagaland Pulp & Paper Company
Ltd., Jute Corporation of India and Cotton Corporation of
India have had macro-economic objectives to serve such
as development of backward areas and providing goods
and services to farmers at unremunerative prices etc.
In addition to the above reasons, the other problems
common to most sick and loss making CPSEs have been
poor debt-equity structure, weak marketing strategies and
slow decision making process. Attempts have, therefore,
been made to overcome “sickness” in these CPSEs through
various policy initiatives.

Revival and Restructuring of Sick/Loss Making CPSEs

12.2 Sick Industrial Companies (Special
Provisions) Act, 1985 (SICA)
The Sick Industrial Companies (Special Provision)
Act, 1985 (SICA) brought the CPSEs under its purview in
1991 (made effective from 1992). Under the provisions of
SICA, the CPSEs (with atleast five years of registration)
whose accumulated losses are equal to or have exceeded
their net worth, may be referred to BIFR. Reference
to BIFR grants immunity from legal sanctions to the
company arising from proceedings from execution of
decree against property, suit for recovery of money and
suit for enforcement of guarantor in respect of loans, etc.
The BIFR, on examination, may either sanction suitable
revival/ rehabilitation schemes(in case of enterprises which
are viable)or recommend closure (in respect of enterprises
considered unviable).During the period of the last twenty
years, that is, between 1992 to 2007,64 CPSEs have been
referred to BIFR (Table12.2). There were no references
made to BIFR between 2008 to 2011. The year-wise
registration of CPSEs with BIFR is given below:
Table 12.2
Registration of CPSEs with BIFR

by the Board. In addition, Bharat Immunologicals and
Biologicals Corporation Limited, Hindustan Salts Limited,
Maharashtra Elektro-smelt Limited, Hindustan Insecticides
Limited and Hindustan Organic Chemicals Limited have
been dropped from the list of ‘sick industrial CPSEs’ on
their net worth becoming positive. Cases of four CPSEs
have been declared as ‘non-maintainable’ by the Board,
as either the matter had become time barred for reference
to the Board or on account of the net worth of the CPSE
becoming positive or the CPSE was found not fulfilling
the conditions of being industrial company as defined
under SICA or on some other grounds. Moreover, one
of these companies, namely, Manipur State Drugs and
Pharmaceuticals Limited has been closed. Table 12.3
below shows the status of the 64 sick industrial CPSEs,
registered with BIFR, as on 31.3.2011.
Table 12.3
Status of CPSEs registered with BIFR
(as on 31.03.2011)
Sl.
No.

Particulars

Number

1.

Revival Scheme sanctioned by BIFR

14

2.

Revival Scheme sanctioned by AAIFR

1

Year

No. of
CPSEs

Year

No. of
CPSEs

3.

Declared no longer sick

2

1992

30*

2003

2

4.

Dropped on net worth becoming positive

5

1993

2*

2004

4*

5.

Dismissed as non-maintainable

4

1994

4*

2005

2

6.

Deregistered with BIFR / Others

2

1995

1

2006

1

7.

Winding up recommended and closed

14

1996

2

2007

1

8.

Winding up recommended

5

1997

3

2008

0

9.

Winding up notice issued

1

1998

3

2009

0

10.

Failed and re-opened

1

1999

3

2010

0

11.

Draft Rehabilitation Scheme (DRS)
awaited

9

2000

3

2011

0

12.

Remanded by AAIFR

1

2001

2

Total

64 #

13.

5

2002

3

Draft Scheme circulated under
examination / under process
Total

64

*This includes the subsidiaries of NTC, which has been registered again in 2008 after merger.
# Since Mandya National Paper Mills Limited has been wound
up, Jessop & Co. Ltd .has been privatized, U.P. Drugs and Pharmaceuticals Limited has been transferred to the U.P. Government, all the nine subsidiaries of NTC (Holding) Ltd. merged
with NTC (Holding) , Indian Iron and Steel Co. Limited and
Bharat Refractories Limited (BRL) has merged with SAIL and
Praga Tools Ltd. merged with HMT Ltd, these CPSEs have not
been included in the list of BIFR referred CPSEs.

BIFR has already disposed of 48 cases of CPSEs
either through sanctioning revival schemes (15cases),or
declaring ‘no longer sick’ (2cases) or dropping due to net
worth becoming positive (5cases) or dismissing the cases
as non-maintainable(4cases)or Deregistered with BIFR /
Others(2 cases) or recommending winding up(19cases)or
Winding up notice issued (one case) (Annex-12.1). BIFR
is yet to take a view in regard to 16 cases of CPSEs.

Although a total number of 64 CPSEs have been
referred to BIFR (uptil 2007), there are only 45 CPSEs
that are in operation. Out of the remaining 19 CPSEs,
18 CPSEs are closed and one has ceased to be a CPSE.
(Their cases, however, continue to be listed in BIFR).
Two CPSEs namely Vignyan Industries Limited and North
Eastern Regional Agricultural Marketing Corporation
Limited have since been declared ‘No Longer Sick’

The process of appointment of Official Liquidator (OL)
for winding up of CPSEs by BIFR has been slow. The
process of sanctioning of revival /rehabilitation schemes
has also been slow on account of involvement of multiple
agencies as well as due to delay in finalization of revival
schemes, lack of funds, lack of adequate powers with BIFR,
lack of proper monitoring of sanctioned revival schemes
and delay in winding up of sick companies etc.
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12.3 Strategies for revival /
restructuring of sick CPSEs
Some of the strategies adopted for restructuring /
revival of sick CPSEs are mentioned below:
i)

Financial restructuring: Financial restructuring
involves investment in CPSEs by the Government
in the form of equity participation, providing
loan (plan/non-plan) / grants and/or write-off of
past losses as well as changing the debt equity
ratio. Measures such as waiver of loan/ interest/
penal interest, conversion of loan into equity,
conversion of interest including penal interest
into loan, moratorium on payment of loan/
interest, Government guarantee, sale of fixed
assets including excess land, sacrifices by State
Government, one-time settlement with banks/
financial institutions, etc.

ii) Business restructuring: Business restructuring
involves change of management, hiving off viable
units from CPSEs for formation of separate
company, closure of unviable units, formation of
joint ventures by induction of partners capable
of providing technical, financial and marketing
inputs, change in product mix, improving
marketing strategy, etc. on case to case basis.
iii) Man power rationalization: Salaries and wages
are often a major component of cost for an
enterprise. In order to shed excess manpower,
CPSEs have often resorted to Voluntary Retirement
Scheme (VRS) from time to time. In case of
CPSEs found unviable and where a decision has
been taken to close the unit, it is the Voluntary
Separation Scheme (VSS) that is introduced.
Retrenchment of employees is adopted only as the
last resort and in exceptional circumstances.

12.4 Board for Reconstruction of
Public Sector Enterprises (BRPSE)
The Government constituted the Board for
Reconstruction of Public Sector Enterprises (BRPSE)
vide it’s Resolution dated 6th December, 2004 as an
advisory body to the government to address the task of
strengthening, modernizing, reviving, and restructuring of
Central Public Sector Enterprises (CPSEs), and advise the
Government on strategies, measures and schemes related
to them. The Board comprises the Chairman (in the rank
of Minister of State), three non-official Members and
three official Members including Secretary, Department
of Expenditure, Secretary, Department of Disinvestment
and Secretary, Department of Public Enterprises (DPE).
In addition, Chairman, Public Enterprises Selection Board,
Chairman, Standing Conference on Public Enterprises and
Chairman, Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Limited are
permanent invitees to the meetings of BRPSE. Secretary to
the Government in the Administrative Ministry/Department
concerned with the CPSE taken up for consideration
by the Board is a Special Invitee. There is a full-time
Secretary for BRPSE in the rank of Additional Secretary
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to the Government of India. The Board is located in the
Department of Public Enterprises (DPE). DPE provides
the necessary secretarial assistance to the Board.
In comparison to BIFR which sanctioned 14 cases of
revival (between 1992 to 2007), BRPSE has recommended
59 revival cases (between 2005 to 2011). For the purpose
of making a reference to BRPSE, a company is considered
‘sick’ if it has accumulated losses in any financial year
equal to 50% or more of its average net worth during
4 years immediately preceding such financial year, and/
or is a company within the meaning of Sick Industrial
Companies (Special Provisions) Act, 1985 (SICA).
The concerned Administrative Ministries/ Departments
are required to send proposals of their CPSEs identified
as ‘sick’ for consideration of BRPSE. Other loss making
CPSEs may be considered by the Board either suo moto
or upon reference by the administrative Ministry, if it is
of the opinion that revival/restructuring is necessary for
checking its incipient sickness (incurring loss for two
consecutive years) and making the CPSE profitable. The
Board is expected to make its recommendations within
2 months of the date of receipt of the complete proposal
from the Administrative Ministry/Department.
As per the definition of sick CPSEs given above
and the performance evaluation of CPSEs, 69 CPSEs
were referable to BRPSE. Up to October, 2011, cases
of 67 sick CPSEs have been referred to BRPSE; out of
which, the Board has made recommendations in respect
of 62 cases. Out of these 62 cases recommended by
BRPSE, the Government has approved revival proposals
of 43 CPSEs and winding up of 2(two) CPSE’s, namely,
Bharat Opthalmic Glass Ltd. and BharatYantra Nigam
Ltd. involving a total expenditure of `. 25,105 crore
including ` 3874 crore as cash assistance and ` 21,231
crore as non-cash assistance. The enterprise-wise details
of cash and non-cash assistance in respect of approved
proposals of CPSE’s are given in Annex-12.2. The case
of the remaining 17 CPSEs is under various stages of
consideration/revision.
The approval of the Government in respect of the
aforesaid 45 CPSEs fall under the following broad
categories (Table 12.3).
Table 12.3
S.
No.

Category

No. of
CPSEs

1

Revival through restructuring package as
a PSE

27

2

Revival through joint venture /
Disinvestment

9

3

Revival through merger/takeover

7

4

Closure

2

Total

45

Out of the 45 cases approved by the Government till
October, 2011, 15 were approved during 2005-06, 11 cases
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were approved during 2006-07, 6 cases were approved
during 2007- 08, 5 cases were approved during 2008- 09,
3 cases were approved in 2009-10, 2 cases were approved
during 2010-11 and 3 cases have been approved during
2011- 12 (upto October, 2011).
Five cases of CPSEs (Nagaland Pulp & Paper Co.,
Hindustan Fertilizer Corporation Ltd. (HFCL), Fertilizer
Corporation of India Ltd. (FCIL), Birds Jute & Exports
Ltd., and ITI Ltd.) have been returned to the concerned
administrative Ministries/Departments for further
information. Out of these, revival proposals for 4 CPSEs
namely Nagaland Pulp & Paper Co., ITI, HFCL & FCIL
have been approved directly by the Cabinet Committee on
Economic Affairs (CCEA) on the basis of the proposals
of their Minisries/Departments.
The Board also reviewed the status of implementation
of revival packages sanctioned by the Government in
regard to 20 CPSEs as mentioned below:
i)
Central Inland Water Transport Corporation
Ltd.,
ii)
Hoogly Dock & Port Engineers Ltd.
iii)
Hindustan Prefab Ltd.,
iv)
Richardson & Cruddas (1972) Ltd.,
v)
Tyre Corporation of India Ltd.,
vi)
Konkan Railway Corporation Ltd.,
vii) Biecco Lawrie Ltd.,
viii) National Projects Construction Corporation
Ltd.,
ix)
Tungabhadra Steel products Ltd.,
x)
NEPA Ltd.,
xi)
Hindustan Organic Chemicals Ltd.,
xii) Bengal Chemicals &Pharmaceuticals Ltd.,
xiii) Hindustan Antibiotics Ltd.,
xiv) Hindustan Fertilizers Corporation Ltd.,
xv) Fertilizers Corporation of India Ltd.,
xvi) Fertilizers &Chemicals Travancore Ltd.,
xvii) HMT Machine Tools Ltd.,
xviii) HMT Bearings Ltd.,
xix) Praga Tools Ltd.,
xx) Hindustan Salts Ltd.
The Board also reviewed the status of its
recommendations in respect of 10 CPSEs as mentioned
below:
i)

North Eastern Handicrafts &Handlooms
Development Corporation Ltd.
ii) Indian Drugs & Pharmaceuticals Ltd. (IDPL),
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iii) IDPL (Tamil Nadu) Ltd.,
iv) Bihar Drugs & Organic Chemicals Ltd.,
v) Hindustan Fluorocarbons Ltd.,
vi) Madras Fertilizers Ltd.,
vii) Brahmaputra Valley Fertilizers Corporation Ltd.
viii) HMT Ltd.
ix) HMT Watches Ltd., and
x) HMT Chinar Watches Ltd.
The Board,furthermore, reviewed the performance of
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Ltd.,Indian Tourism Development
Corporation Ltd.,STCL Ltd.,Fresh and Healthy Enterprises
Ltd., and Sambhar Salts Ltd.,suo moto.

12.4.1. Revival through Merger, Transfer,
Takeover
The Government approved the transfer of Bharat
Heavy Plates and Vessels Ltd. to BHEL on 26.11.2007
and merger of Bharat Refractories Ltd with SAIL on
24.4.2008. The Government also approved the transfer
of Bharat Wagon & Engineering Co. Ltd. (BWEL) from
D/o Heavy Industries to M/o Railways on 7.2.2008. Its
administrative control was transferred to M/o Railways
on13.8.2008. The Government also approved the transfer of
administrative control of Hindustan Shipyard Ltd from M/o
Shipping to M/o Defence on 24.12.2009. The Government,
furthermore approved the transfer of Refractory Unit
(at Salem) of Burn Standard Company Ltd.(BSCL) to
SAIL under M/o Steel and the transfer of administrative
control of BSCL(excluding Refractory unit at Salem) and
Braithwaite and Company Ltd. from D/o Heavy Industry
to M/o Railways on 10.6.2010.

12.4.2 Turnaround Sick CPSEs
The Government has issued guidelines for declaring
a sick CPSE as ‘turnaround CPSE’. These guidelines,
inter alia, define a turnaround CPSE as one which is in
the list of sick CPSEs of BRPSE, has shown profit before
tax (PBT) in each of the three preceding accounting years
and has a positive net worth after implementation of the
revival package.
Out of the 43 CPSEs (including those recommended
for mergers), 24 CPSEs have posted profits. Out of these
24 CPSEs, 13 CPSEs have been declared as ‘turnaround
companies’ as they have been in profits(profit before
tax) continuously for three years and more (Table 12.4).
MECON Ltd., in particular, led the rest in regard to profit
(PBT), during the last three years.
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Table 12.4
Turnaround CPSEs
S.
No.

Name of the CPSE

1

Bharat Pumps & Compressors Ltd.

(` in Crore)
Profit Before Tax
(PBT)
2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

38.84

40.51

19.03

2

Cement Corporation of India Ltd.

53.34

53.63

27.09

3

Heavy Engineering Corporation Ltd.

19.58

30.10

37.62

4

Andrew Yule & Co. Ltd.

11.63

71.24

37.29

5

BBJ Construction Co. Ltd.

3.59

4.46

5.55
87.09

6

Bridge & Roof Co. (India) Ltd.

33.26

64.11

7

Hindustan Insecticides Ltd.

3.79

3.88

2.90

8

MECON Ltd.

73.26

124.15

141.09

9

State Farms Corporation of India Ltd.

18.06

38.08

44.75
17.05

10

Mineral Exploration Corporation Ltd.

4.39

20.84

11

Braithwaite and Co. Ltd.

2.05

2.90

7.65

12

Central Electronics Ltd.

3.66

0.57

0.50

13

Hindustan Prefab Ltd.

8.80

3.79

5.88
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Details of the CPSEs Registered with BIFR, as on 31.03.2011
S.
No.
(1)
I.
1.
2.
II.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

III.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Case No.
CPSE
and year of
reference
(2)
(3)
Declared ‘No Longer Sick’
512/1992
Vignyan Industries Ltd., Tarkere (Karnataka)
503/1997
North Eastern Regional Agri. Marktg. Corpn., Guwahati (Assam)
Dropped (Positive Networth)
502/1997/
Bharat Immunologicals&Biologicals Corporation Limited,
503/1998
BulandSahar (Uttar Pradesh)
502/2000
Hindustan Salts Limited, Jaipur (Rajasthan)
501/2002 /
Maharashtra Elektrosmelt Ltd., Mumbai (Maharashtra)
502/2003
501/2004
Hindustan Insecticides Ltd., New Delhi (Delhi)
501/2005
Hindustan Organic Chemicals Limited, Rasayani, Raigad
(Maharashtra)
Dismissed as ‘Non-maintainable’
502/1992 /
Nagaland Pulp & Paper Co. Ltd., Mokokchung, (Nagaland)
601/1998
504/1997
Manipur State Drugs & Pharmaceuticals Ltd., Imphal (Manipur) $$
502/2002
Central Coalfields Ltd., Ranchi (Jharkhand)
517/1992/
BieccoLawrie Limited, Kolkata (West Bengal) @
504/2002

Annex-12.1

Date of Orders
(4)
27.5.2003
20.8.2001*

1.8.2002
22.8.2005 / 15.12.2008
27.6.2005*
18.9.2007 *
21.11.2005 / 28.05.2008 *

13.11.1995 / 25.5.2007
17.11.1997
29.11.2002*
27.3.2003 *

IV.
12.

Scheme Sanctioned by AAIFR
502/1999
Hindustan Vegetable Oils Corpn. Ltd., New Delhi (Delhi) @

V.
13.
14.
15.

Revival Scheme sanctioned
518/1992
The British IndiaCorpn. Ltd., Kanpur, (Uttar Pradesh) @
521/1992
Projects and Development India Ltd., Dhanbad (Jharkhand)
523/1992
Tyre Corporation of India Ltd., Kolkata (West Bengal) @

16.
17.
18.
19.

528/1992
531/1992
509/1993
507/1994

Braithwaite & Co. Ltd., Kolkata (West Bengal) @
National Instruments Ltd., Kolkata (West Bengal) %
Instrumentation Ltd., Kota (Rajasthan)
Hindustan Fluorocarbons Ltd., Hyderabad
(Andhra Pradesh) @

20.
21.

501/1996
501/1997

Cement Corporation of India Ltd., New Delhi (Delhi)
Hindustan Antibiotics Limited, Pune (Maharashtra)

05.12.2005 / 21.3.2006 / 17.06.2008*
5.6.2007 / 14.10.2008

22.

Eastern Coalfields Limited, Burdwan
(West Bengal) @
Bharat Coking Coal Ltd., Dhanbad (Jharkhand)

01.06.1998/ 2.11.2004 / 12.6.2007 *

24.
25.

501/1998
/ 501/2000
504/1995 /
502/2001
501/2003
503/2004

26.

501/2006

VI.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Winding up Recommended
507/1992
TriveniStructurals Ltd. , Allahabad (Uttar Pradesh)
511/1992
Heavy Engineering Corpn. Ltd., Ranchi (Jharkhand)
514/1992
Orissa Drugs & Chemicals Ltd., Bhubaneswar (Orissa)
503/1995
Hindustan Photofilms Mfg. Co. Ltd., Ootacamund (Tamilnadu)
502/1996
Maharashtra Antibiotics &Pharma. Ltd., Nagpur (Maharashtra) $$

5.6.2003
6.7.2004 *
8.4.2003 *
30.1.2003
4.7.2000 / 16.12.2008 / 17.06.2010

VII.
32.

CPSEs recommended for winding up and have been ‘closed’ $$
505/1992
Bharat Gold Mines Ltd., Kolar Gold Fields (Karnataka)

12.6.2000

23.

Andrew Yule and Company Ltd., Kolkata (West Bengal) @
Bharat Heavy Plates and Vessels Limited, Visakhapatnam (Andhra
Pradesh)
HMT Machine Tools Limited, Bangalore (Karnataka)
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7.12.2001 / 23.07.2008

17.12.2002/ 29.11.2007
26.3.2004 / 19.4.2006 *
20.2.1997 / 10.3.2008 / 19.05.2009 /
21.12.2009 / 03.03.2010
17.10.1995 / 29.6.2006 *
1.10.2002 / 13.5.2008 / 04.08.2008
23.12.1998 / 24.05.2006 / 01.10.2009
24.7.2003 *

11.2.2004 / 18.05.2009 / 28.10.2009
*
20.8.2007/ 30.10.2007*
6.10.2005 / 29.08.2008 / 25.03.2009
/ 21.10.2010 *
2.11.2006 / 12.6.2008
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S.
No.
(1)
33.

Case No.
and year of
reference
(2)
506/1992

CPSE

Date of Orders

(3)
Tannery and Footwear Corporation of India Ltd., Kanpur (Uttar
Pradesh)
Cycle Corporation of India Limited, Kolkata (West Bengal) @
Mining and Allied Machinery Corporation Ltd. , Durgapur (West
Bengal)
National Bicycle Corporation of India Ltd., Mumbai (Maharashtra) @
Bharat Process and Mechanical Engineers Ltd., Kolkata (West
Bengal) @
Weighbird India Limited, Kolkata (West Bengal) @
Bharat Brakes & Valves Ltd., Kolkata (West Bengal) @
Cawnpore Textiles Ltd., Kanpur (Uttar Pradesh) @
Smith Stanistreet& Pharmaceuticals Ltd., Kolkata (West Bengal) @
Bharat Ophthalmic Glass Ltd., Durgapur (West Bengal)
Southern Pesticides Corporation Limited, Hyderabad (Andhra
Pradesh)
Rayrolle Burn Ltd., Kolkata (West Bengal) @
Pyrites, Phosphates & Chemicals Ltd., Rohtash (Bihar)

(4)
14.2.1995

34.
35.

508/1992
510/1992

36.
37.

513/1992
520/1992

38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

524/1992
526/1992
527/1992
529/1992
532/1992
504/1994

44.
45.

506/1994
503/1999

VII.
46.

Winding up Notice Issued
503/505/2002
Hindustan Cables Ltd., Kolkata (West Bengal)

21.03.2003/ 25.07.2008

VII.
47.
48.

Others / Abated / Deregistered from BIFR
501/1992
Bharat Pumps & Compressors Ltd., Allahabad (Uttar Pradesh)
519/1992
The Elgin Mills Co. Ltd., Kanpur (Uttar Pradesh) @ $$

6.2.2007 *
13.3.2007

IX.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

Declared Sick / / Under Examination / Process /
503/1992
Indian Drugs and Pharmaceuticals Limited, Gurgaon (Haryana)
506/1993
National Jute Manufactures Corporation Ltd. Kolkata (West Bengal)
588/1994
Burn Standard Co. Ltd., Kolkata (West Bengal) @
501/1999
Birds Jute and Exports Ltd., Kolkata (West Bengal) @
501/2001
Bharat Wagon &Engg. Co. Limited , Patna (Bihar) @

X.
54.

Draft Revival Scheme (DRS) Awaited
504/1992
Scooters India Ltd., Lucknow (Uttar Pradesh)

55.

509/1992

Richardson &Crudass (1972) Ltd., Mumbai (Maharashtra) @

56.

515/1992

Fertilizers Corpn. of India Ltd., New Delhi (Delhi)

57.

516/1992

Hindustan Fertilizer Corpn. Ltd., New Delhi (Delhi)

58.

502/1998

NEPA Ltd., Nepanagar (Madhya Pradesh)

59.

504/2004

ITI Limited, Bangalore (Karnataka)

60.

505/2004

61.
62.

502/2005
501/2007

Tungabhadra Steel Products Limited, Tungabhadra Dam
(Karnataka)
HMT Bearings Limited, Hyderabad (Andhra Pradesh)
Madras Fertilizer Ltd., Chennai (Tamilnadu)

XI.
63.

Failed & Reopened
533/1992
Bengal Chemicals & Pharmaceuticals Ltd., Kolkata (West Bengal) @

31.3.1995 / 03.02.2009

XII.
64.

Remanded by AAIFR
538/1992
Bengal Immunity Limited, Kolkata (West Bengal) @ $$

25.2.2003 / 31.1.2011

10.7.2000
29.6.2001
20.12.1993
22.7.1996
17.2.1997
27.9.2002
19.1.1995
3.12.2001
19.6.2003
1.11.2001
13.7.2001
20.11.2002

28.3.2006 / 29.9.2008
8.7.2004 / 24.11.2008 / 05.03.2009
16.4.2007 / 30.9.2008 / 12.11.2009 *
24.6.2004 / 07.08.2008
11.2.2004 / 25.11.2008 / 24.06.2009
/ 16.11.2009

1.7.2000 / 17.06.2010
24.9.2007 / 04.09.2008 / 27.05.2009
/ 10.09.2009
2.4.2004 / 12.11.2010
1.2.2007 / 05.12.2008 / 26.03.2009 /
19.10.2009
29.5.2007 / 15.05.2008 / 26.02.2009
/ 11.09.2009 / 21.6.2010
3.10.2005 / 27.11.2008 / 23.02.2009
/ 30.12.2009
4.8.2005 / 11.12.2006 / 09.03.2009 /
24.08.2009
13.2.2006 / 23.04.2009 / 12.11.2009
02.04.2009 / 15.10.2009 *

@ Taken over PSEs (23) * Profit (after adjustments) during 2010-11 (19) $$ since closed (18) % No More a CPSE(1)
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Annex-12.2

Cash and Non-cash Assistance approved by the Government in respect of
BRPSE recommended proposals upto 31.10.2011
S. No.

Name of the CPSE

1

Hindustan Salts Ltd.

2

Bridge & Roof Co. (India) Ltd.

3

BBJ Construction Co. Ltd.

4

HMT Bearings Ltd.

7.40

43.97

51.37

5

Praga Tools Ltd.

5.00

209.71

214.71

6

Heavy Engineering Corporation Ltd.

102.00

1116.30

1218.30

7

Cement Corporation of India Ltd.

184.29

1267.95

1452.24

8

Richardson &Cruddas Ltd.

-

-

-

9

Tungabhadra Steel Products Ltd.

-

-

-

10

Bharat Ophthalmic Glass Ltd. ##

9.80

--

9.80

11

Bharat Pumps and Compressors Ltd.

12

HMT Machine Tools Ltd.

13

Bharat Heavy Plate Vessels Ltd.

14

Andrew Yule & Co. Ltd.

15
16
17

Tyre Corporation of India Ltd.

Assistance (
Cash #

		

. in Crore)

Non-Cash @

Total

4.28

73.30

77.58

60.00

42.92

102.92

--

54.61

54.61

3.37$

153.15

156.52$

723.00

157.80

880.80

--

---

--$$

-- &

457.14

457.14

Instrumentation Ltd.

48.36

549.36

597.72$$$

Bharat Yantra Nigam
Ltd.##

3.82

7.55

11.37

--

1018.45

1018.45&&

18

NEPA Ltd.

19

Burn Standard Company Ltd.@@@

--

--

--@@

14.16&&&

1139.16

1153.32

20

Scooters India Ltd.

--

--

--****

21

Hindustan Copper Ltd.

--

612.94

612.94
104.64

22

Mineral Exploration Corporation Ltd.

23

Central Inland Water Transport Corporation Ltd.

24

Hooghly Dock &Port Engineers Ltd.

25

Hindustan Shipyard Ltd.

26

MECON Ltd.

27

Bharat Refractories Ltd.

28

NTC including its subsidiaries

-

104.64

73.60

280.00

353.60

148.08

628.86

776.94

--

--

--###

93.00**

23.08

116.08

--

479.16

479.16

39.23

-

39.23

29

British India Corporation Ltd.

338.04

108.93

446.97

30

National Jute Manufactures Corporation Ltd.

483.60

6815.06

7298.66

31

Hindustan Antibiotics Ltd.

137.59

267.57

405.16

32

Bengal Chemicals & Pharmaceuticals Ltd.

207.19

233.41

440.60

33

Hindustan Organic Chemicals Ltd.

250.00

110.46

360.46

34

Hindustan Insecticides Ltd.

-

267.29

267.29

35

Fertilizers & Chemicals (Travancore) Ltd.

-

670.37

670.37

36

Central Electronics Ltd.

-

16.28

16.28

37

Eastern Coal Fields Ltd.

--*

--*

---*

38

State Forms Corporation of India Ltd.

21.21

124.42

145.63

39

Konkan Railway Corporation Ltd.

857.05

3222.46

4079.51

40

Bharat Wagon &Engineering Company Ltd.

52.79~

258.73~

311.52~

41

Braithwaite & Company Ltd.~~

4.00

280.21

284.21

42

National Projects Construction Corporation Ltd.

--

219.43***

219.43***
128.00

43

Hindustan Prefab Ltd.

44

National Film Development Corporation Ltd.

45

BieccoLawrie Ltd.
Total

--

128.00

3.00

28.40

31.40

--

59.60

59.60

3873.86

21230.67

25104.53

#

Cash Assistance may involve budgetary support through equity/loan/grants

@

Non-cash Assistance may involve waiver of interest, penal interest, GOI loan, Guarantee fee, conversion of loan into equity/
debentures etc.
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##

Government have approved closure/winding up of these CPSEs

&

The issue of infusion of funds by GOI or by Joint Venture or a Strategic Partner will be sorted out by Ministry of Finance and
the Ministry of Heavy Industries.

*

The revival plan approved by the Government inter alia envisaged non-cash assistance of
` 2470.77crore and waiver of service charges of ` 14 crore per annum from 2004-05 from Coal India Ltd.

$

In addition ONGC and BHEL would extend cash support to the extent of ` 150 crore and ` 20 crore respectively.

**

Excludes continuation of 50% interest subsidy not exceeding `6.50 crore per annum on VRS loans

$$

Cabinet approved “in principle” the takeover of BHPV by BHEL with the direction that the valuation of BHPV be carried out
prudently on the basis of established principles and if the takeover is not found feasible, the matter be brought back before the
Cabinet.

&&

Parliament had approved the Tyre Corporation of India Ltd. (Disinvestment of Ownership) Bill 2007 for changing the public
sector Enterprises Character of the company. Disinvestment after cleaning the balance sheet.

@@

Approved to revive NEPA Ltd through JV route in the private sector and introducing NEPA Ltd. (Disinvestment of ownership)
Bill, 2007 in Parliament.

***

In addition Govt. had also approved the conversion of cumulative interest due & accrued on GOI loan as on the date of
conversion into equity capital and further written down to 10% of value.

$$$

Interest free mobilization advance of `30 crore from BHEL for technological up-gradation and diversification which would
be repaid through supplies to be made to BHEL against their orders. Interest free advance of ` 25 crore from BHEL to ILK at
the beginning of each year for the next three years from 2008-09 which will be adjusted against supplies to BHEL in the same
year.

~

Includes ` 2.30 crore cash assistance and `5.00 crore non-cash assistance in addition to waiver of interest on GOI loan of
` 4.18 crore (2.51+1.67) on account of reliefs and concessions to BBUNL for financial restructuring of Bharat Wagon and
Engineering Company Ltd. for corresponding changes in books of accounts of these two companies.

###

Cabinet approved for transfer from M/o Shipping to Ministry of Defence on “as is where basis” and financial restructuring
proposal of HSL including its investment requirements will be considered by Ministry of Defence in due course.

&&& In addition, GOI assistance to Ministry of Railways to liquidate the contingent liabilities of the company upto 31.12.2009
which become due for payment and can not be met from company’s own resources or through sale of idle assets.
~~

Transferred from D/o Heavy Industry.

@@@ Transferred to Ministry of Railways. Refractory Unit of Burn Standard Co. Ltd. was transferred to SAIL under Ministry of
Steel.
****

Transfer of entire Govt. equity to suitable identified strategic partner, continue extension of salary support and in principle
approval of cleaning the balance sheet at the time of seeking final approval for induction of strategic partner.
***
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